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names 4 7 seniors
By BABETTE

MORGAN

Reporter

Forty-seven Murray State
Univenity seniors were selected for "Who's Who Among
Students in American Univer-

sities and Colleges." Dr. Frank
Julian, vice-president of
student development and chairman of the Who' s Who
nomination committee, recently
announced the students who

were chosen on the basis of
scholarship--at least a 3.0
scholastic average, activities on
and off campus, citizenship and
leadenhip.
These students and their activities will be listed in the
1974-76 volum~ of Who's Who
students and will also receive a
certificate for the honor.
Students selected this year
were:
David Alexande r , Murray,
area
in
accounting.
Organizations : Alpha Chi,
Sigma Chi, president of Accounting Society, president of
Omicron Delta Kappa. Honors:
Outstanding
Accounting
Sophomore major, Outstanding
ROTC Sophomore Cadet.

.

L i n da Arn o ld, Murray,
physical education major.
Organizations: president of
Sigma Delta, vice-president of
Women's
Recreation
Association,
Intercollegiate
Volleyba ll Team, stud ent
representative on Departmental Curriculum Committee,
19 7 3 Mur ray A cera State
Champion Softball Team.
Mary Be n da, Louisville,
area in art. Organizations:
Student Art Exhibition,
musician--French horn.
Beah ear,
Ma r y
An n
Dawson Springs, elemementary
and special education majors.
O~:garuzations: Alpha Lambda
Delta, president of Kappa
Delta Pi, Alpha Chi, Council
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for Exceptional Children,
Association for Childhood
Education, Alpha Sigma
Alpha. Honors: MSU Presidential Scholanhip.
C arle• B r i e n , Benton,
speech major. Organizations:
Student
Government
Association, Kappa Delta Pi,
Alpha Tau Omega.
Barba ra Brittain, Murray,
area
in
marketing.
Organizations: Alpha Chi, vice·
president of Pi Omega Pi,
Student Chapter of American
Marketing
Association.
Honors: Outstahdilli Senior in
Marketing, 1974.
Glo ri a Bur n ett, Murray,
English major. Organizations:
(Continued on pa·ge 2A)
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Photo by Stephen Fitzgerald
EV!o;RYBODY I.OVF.S A PARADE. And although lt'1 not
acheduled to bt'(ln until 9:30 tomor row morning, anticipation Ia
apparent a11 atudente and a lumni make last min ute preparation•
for the weekend featlvidea.

TerHorst tO speak
in Lovett Thursday
Jerald F. terHorst, who
sprang into prominence when
he resigned as Press Secretary
to President Ford, will speak
here on Thursday, Oct. 24 at 8
p.m. in the Lovett Auditorium.
In addition, tenative plans
show terHorst scheduled for a
rap se88ion with MSU students
af 3 p.m. followed by a press
conference at 4:30.
Sponsored by the Student
Government ABBociation and
Sigma Delta Chi, society for
professional journalists, the

Curris: 'Not unexpected'

Faculty votes 'censure'
By SUSAN CLEM
Edltor-ln.Cble(

The Murray State University
Faculty Organization voted
Oct. 10 to censure the Board of
Regents and the administration
of President Constantine W.
Curris.
Approximately 140 faulty
members attended the meeting
and approved by an overwhelming show of hands the
censure motion. Before. an
exact hand count could be
taken, many members left
resulting in a 91-12 recorded
vote.
The meeting was held to take
action on a motion by the
Organization Sept. 11 asking
the Board of Regents to reconsider their stand on tenure. The
Faculty Organization claimed
that the three member committee to review tenure bearing
applications was not a satisfactory response to their ·request.
Dr. Currie replied to the censure action by saying it "was
not unexpected." Currie con·
tinued, "Some leaders of the
Faculty Organization had apparently decided what course of
action would be taken and obviously
no
amount
of
discussion could have prevented that action."
"I did not support nor could
1 ever s upport the granting of
permanent employment to

faculty members not favorably
evaluated under the Univer·
sity's tenure policy,'' Dr. Curris
continued "Tenure must be
earned. It should never result
from pressure tactics or threat
of censure."
In conclusion, to his Oct. 11
response, Dr. Currie said, "The
University does not apologize
for its high standards, nor do
we apologize for our resolve to
attract and retain only the
most highly qualifed and competent faculty."
Dr. Curris said Monday he

had had no response from other
members of his administration
who were included in the censure motion. Although no mention of censuring the administration was made in the
Sept. 11 faculty motion, Dr.
Currie said he felt his administration was included "to
make it not so much a personal
attack but more policy direc·
ted."
Although only 91 of the 350
faculty members were credited
with voting for censure, Dr.

speech will be terHorst's first
appearance in Kentucky since
his resignation.
A Washington correspondent
for The Detroit News sinoe
1957 and chief of the
Washington Bureau since 1961,
terHorst has covered every
presidential trip abroad and
major domestic trips since
1960. He was one of a limited
number of correspondents to
accompany President Nixon to
China in 1972, and hall been on
assignmen ts in Europe, the
Middle East, Asia and Latin
America.
In add ition to · hill coverage
for the News, terHorst writes a
column that is syndicated
nationally by the North
American Newspaper Alliance,
and is also a frequent contributor to magazinea, books
and periodicals and was a co·
author of the book "The
President's Trip to China."
TerHorst is a member of the
National Press Club, the
Gridiron
Club
of
50
Washington
corresponden ta,
Overseas Writers, International
Club and past president of the
Washington Chapter of Sigma

J erald F. ter Horst
Delta Chi, professional frater·
nity of journalists. He was a
Marine Corps officer in World
War 11 and the Korean War
and began his newspaper career
in 1946 in his home town with
the Grand Rapids (M ich)
Herald and the Grand Rapids
(Mich) Press. He is a graduate
of the University of Michigan,
where he majored in American
history and political science.

(Con tinue d on pa1e 8 A )

Homecoming Parade
makes 42nd march
More than 100 unite will be
participating in the traditional
Homecoming Day parade at
Murray State University,
Saturday, Oct. 19.
To begin on 15th Street on
campus at 9:30 a.m., the parade
will follow the usual route
down Main Street to downtown
Murray and wind around the
courthouse square.
Emphasizing the Bicentennial, the theme for the
parade is "MSU: Blending the
Past with the Future,'' with all
floats and displays to be based
on song titles.
House displays will also be

competing with the floats for
the cash prizes totaling $610.
Awards will be given in pregame ceremonies.
The Hair Bear Bunch, cartoon characters sponsored by
the Peoples Bank of Murray,
will appear in the parade along
with the Marching Thoroughbred Band and 11 visitilli
bands.
The parade will consist of
about 20 floats and special
guests, Dr. Adron Doran,
preaident of Morehead State
University and an alumnus of
(Continued to pa1e 3A)
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president of Phi Alpha Theta,
editor of "Notations."
Michael Cain, Calvert City,
area
in
accounting.
Organizations:
Accounting
Society, Alpha Chi, Lambda
Chi Alpha, Student Senate,
Student Activities Board, Interfraternity Council.
Jeffery Chandler, Benton,
biolOI)' major. Organizations:
president of Beta Beta Beta,
vice-president of Pre-Med Club,
Alpha Chi, Tau Kappa Ep.ilon.
Bollia Clark, Murray,
speech major. Organizations: Pi
Phi Delta, Alpha Psi Omega,
Reader's Theatre, University
Theatre, profeaaional summer
stock theatre.
Suaan Clem. West Frankfort, Ill, journalism and speech
majors. Organizations: editorin-chief of Murray State
Newa,
Association
for
Childhood Education, Baptist
Student Union, Dormitory
Council, Alpha Lambda Delta,
Alpha Chi, president of Sigma
Delta Chi. Honors: first place
for specialty column from Kentucky Intercollegiate Press
Association,
Circle
K
Sweetheart.
Vicki Collison, Washington,
Ind., area in music education.
Organizations:
University
Choir, chorus, flag corps with
Marching Thoroughbred Band,
Alpha Omicron Pi, Sigma
Alpha Iota, Music Educators
National Conference, "Campus
Lights." Honor11: Mis..<~ MSU
197 3,
Phi
Mu
Alph a
Sweetheart.
Mary Cooper, Murray, area
in child development and home
economics
major.
Organizations: Association for
Childhood Education, Home
Economi cs
Student
AKsociation, president of
Kappa Orhicron Phi, United
Campus Ministry.
Karon Corley, Marion,
English and French majors.
Organizations: Alpha Lambda
Delta, president of French
Club. Alpha Chi, Pi Delta Phi,
"Notations" staff member.
Susan
Davenport,
Flemingsburg, nursing major.
Organizations:
Dormitory
Council, Psi Chi, Kentucky
As sociation
of
Nursing
Students, Sigma Pi. Honor:
second runner-up as Student
Nurse of Kentucky, 1972.
Lori Davis, Gilbertsville, .
history 'a nd English majors.
Organizations :
Dormitory
Council, Pi Alpha Theta, Silver
Stars Drill Team, Pi Delta Phi,
French Club. Honor: Pershing
Rifle Sweetheart 1972-73.
Donna DeLabar, White
Plains, Mo., criminology and
correction• and geography
majors.
Organizations :
president of Lambda Alpha Ep·
silon, president of Gamma
Theta Upsilon , Gamma Beta
Phi.
Harold Doran, Murray,
area in finance. Organizations:
chairman of Student Judicial
Board. secretary of Lambda

~ FARM BUREAU I
INSURANCE SERVICE

Chi Alpha, student member of
Faculty Curriculum Committee
in College of Busineae and
Public Affairs, Accounting
Society.
Debbie Duke, Warrenton,
Va., area in muaic education.
Organizations: Alpha Chi,
Kappa Delta Pi, Sipna Alpha
Iota, "Campus Lights," MSU
Orchestra,
Marching
Thoroughbred Band, Wind Sinfonietta, wood-wind quintet.
Jerry Dunn, Murray, area
in accounting. Oraanizations:
Accounting Club, Marketing
Club, DECA. Honor: MSU
Presidential Scholarship.
Emily Edwarda, Eldorado,
TIL, speech and English majors.
Organizations: judge for MSU
freehnien cheerleaders.
Tim Fannin, Murray,
bioloey and chemistry majora.
Organizations: Biology Club,
vice-president of Beta Beta
Beta, Alpha Chi, Social Work
Club, Student Senate.
Georgianna
Ful'ler&on,
Murray, area in elementary
education. Organizations
Association for Childhood
Education, Kappa Delta Pi,
Alpha Lambda Delta, Student

Judicial Board, president of
Lambda Chi Alpha Little
Sisters, Alpha Omicron Pi.
Chriatine
Halteman,
Hopkinsville, area in home
economics and vocational technical education major.
Organizations :
Home
Economics Club, secretary of
Marching Thoroughbred Band,
Alpha Gamma Rho, Alpha
Delta Pi.
Michael Henry, Bowling
Green, area in music education.
Organizations: Alpha Chi, Phi
Mu Alpha, Opera Workshop,
Marching 'Tiwroughbred Band,
Madrigal Singers, " Campus
Lights," Uiversity Choir.
Michael
Hoyle,
New
Orleans,
La .,
area
in
marketing. Student Chapter of
American
Marketing
Association, Sigma Cru, Interfraternity Council.
Kathy Hunt. Paducah, area
in mt~sic education and music
major. Organizations: Sigma
Alpha Iota, Alpha Lambda
Delta, Kappa Delta Pi, Alpha
Chi, Alpha Omicron Pi, Sudent
Judicial
Board ,
Opera
Workshop, "Campus Lights."
Norman Jeter, Benton ,
biology major. Organizations:
Alpha Chi, Wildlife Society,
treasurer of Beta Beta Beta.
Meridith Jones, Mayfield,
chemistry major.
Suzanne Jonea, Murray,
area in elementary education.
Organizations: Kappa Delta Pi,
Alpha Chi, treasurer of Alpha
Lambda Delta, Council for Exceptional Children, president of
Association for Childhood

Education, Alpha Sigma
Alpha.
.John McCormick, Murray,
area in general agriculture.
Organizations: preaident of
Agriculture
Club,
Hor·
aemanehip Club, Dean's
Cabinet.
Jamea Marah, Shepherdeville, computer science and
math majors. Organization&:
vice-president of Euclidean
Mathematics Club, president of
Computer Science Club, Alpha
Chi.
Shelley Marallall, Paducah,
French major. Organizations:
Alpha Chi, Pi Omega Pi, Pi
Delta Phi, president of Alpha
Gamma Delta, Alpha Tau
Omega
Little
Sisters,
Panhellenic representative.

Link Martin, Jr., Owen·
sboro, social work major.
Organizations: preeident of
Social Work Club, Young
Democrats, Wildlife Society,
Student Senate, chairperson of
Student Academic Council
Committee.
Roea Meloan, Centralia, Ill.,
psychology
major.
Organizations: Psi Chi, Dive
Club, Student Senate.
Thomas Mirua, Normal, IU.,
area
in
management.
Organizations: president of
Alpha Kappa Psi, MSU golf
team.
Kenneth Myers, Pittsburgh,
Pa. , industrial arts major.
Organization s : Men 's In terdormitory Council, Iron
Horse Weight Lifting Club,
Maranatha Christian Cent~r.
Janet . Neff, Irvington ,
psychology and social work
majors. Organization!!: Alpha
Lambda Delta, Psi Chi, Kappa
Delta Pi .
Michael Olda, Frankfort,
geology major. Organizations:
vice-presi dent of Phi Mu
Alpha, Gamma Theta Upsilon,
Marching Thoroughbred Band,
" Campus Lights," " Men o{
Note," Wind Sinfonietta.

Gene Roberts, Jr., Mayfield,
radio-tv major. Organizations:
president of Student Govern·
ment AMSociation, MSU Board
of Regents, Association of
Governing Boards, Acappella
Choir, Gamma Beta Pru, Psi
Chi, vice-president of Omicron
Delta Kappa,
Alpha Tau
Omega ,
Pres idential
Inauguration Committee.
Marcia Rutland, Murray,
biology major. Organizations:
Alpha Cru, Beta Beta Beta,
Biology Club.
Helen Simma, Earlington,
phys ics and math majors.
Organizations : Society of
Physics Students, Sigma Pi
Sigma, Black Advisory Council,
Alpha Chi . Euclidean Math
Club, Russian C~ub. Honor:

Outstanding
sophomore
Russian Student.
Van Sima, Farmington,
general agriculture major.
Organizations: Agronomy Club,
Alpha Chi, Agriculture Club.
Jeffrey
Taylor,
Elizabethtown, political science
major. Organizations: president
of Alpha Tau Omega, Interfraternity Council, Pi Sigma
Alpha.
L)'DDe Walker, Brentwood,
Tenn., elementary education
and
history
majors.
Qraanization.a: Aleociation for
Childhood Education, Kappa
Delta Pi, Alpha Omicron Pi,
Phi Alpha Theta, Lambda Chi
Alpha Little Sisters.
Allen Wallla, Melber, area
in chemistry. Organizations:
Student Affiliates, American
Chemical Society.
Jamu Wooten, Whiteland,
Ind., physiea and math majora.
Organizations: Alpha Chi,
Sigma Pi Sigma, Society of
Physica Students, Marching
Thoroupbred Band, Euclidian
Math Club, "Campus Lights."

Parker's speech
William Ed Parker, the
American Party nominee for
the upcoming U.S. Senate elec·
tion Nov. 5, will visit Murray
State University today at the
invitation of the Student
Government .Aaaociation.
He will be on the campua at
2:30 p.m. in the Waterfield
Student Union Bldg. to apeak
and then to respond to
queations by students and the
general public.
His appearance is part of a
PJ'OII'&m aponeored by the SGA
to have candidates involved in
the faU election on the campus
durinc the campaiiJl to participate in an open forum.

Line Up!
Students wiahin1 to have
their pictures made for the
"Shield" this year may take
advantage of an extended
deadline. A photographer will
be in Suite H of Ordway Hall
on Oct. 24, 25,
and

088

Fashions
Chlchns
Ready To Wear Fashions
Featuring.
Health-Tex
Mannette

Mann

Cinderella
Hillbill

''If l be lifted up on the . .th 111 draw
aU men unto me. " John 12:32

MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Student Fellowship Meetings 6:30 p.m. Wednesday
Sunday Worship Services
10:30 a.m.
7:00p.m.
A campus ministry with a student oriented worship
service

All Converse Shoes
25 percent off regular retail price

and
un- lt.UI CIOSI
*** AUTOFIRI- UAIIU1'Y
* CICW HAIL

All Shirts One Imprint Free

MIMOWNY - HOMEOWNY

753-4703
lfNe"'-4lt·2141

RAY T. BROACH
MHNr

WallacP~~
1!>th STREET - ACROSS FROM MSU LIBRARY

•s.nH
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Resolutions approved by assembly

Lt. Gov. Carroll addresses teachers
Following opening remarks
by President Constantine W.
Curris and an address by Lt.
Gov. Julian Carroll the general
assembly of the First District
Education Association approved 14 resolutions
Shortening t.erms for board
members, Kentucky Education
Association (KEA) publication
of salaries, master's degree incentive, teacher benefits,
disciplinary action by KEA and
several
"appreciation"
resolutions were among the
resolutions submitted.
FDEA approved a resolution
changing the KEA constitution
stating a board member serves
a four-year term so that

following a two-year term there
is eligibility for reelection to
one additional two-year term,
consecutively
or
non·
consecutively.
The second resolution states
that publication of individual
salaries of public school employees in Kentucky leads to
controversies
a nd
em·
barrassment of employees and
"that members of FDEA work
diligently with legislators and
our governor" to discontinue
the policy.
Through another resolution
the FDEA maintained a "substantial increase in salary"
would provide a financial in·
centive to obtain master' s

degrees, and promotes the increase in salary after obtaining
the degree (Rank II).
An indepth study of different
health, accident and life insurance programs is to be made
by the Special Services Com·
mission , following which.
recommendations are to be
made as to which company offers the best coverage for the
money for classroom teachers.
Approval of a resolution was
made that action be taken
against any local or district
association which takes a stand
contrary to the mandates of the
KEA delegate assembly by tbe
KEA Constitution Review
Committee within its bylaws.

Ghosts and UFO programs
to be presented in October
Two lectures have been selected for the last week in October
by the S t udent Activitie:.
Board, a ccording to Roger
Watson. Louisville, In~;ight
Lecture committee chairman.
Psychic Tapestry with Eve
Weir and Nan Pulcifer will involve a two day program Oct .
28-29.
Every aspect of psychic
phenomena, ghosts and the
spirit world will be explored by
th~ two ladies. Monday wiiJ
feature a lecture at 7 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium with a
workshop held Tuesday in the
Waterfield Student Un ion
Bldg. Ballroom.
The program "Are There
Really UFO's?" pre~ented by

r

l

Newspaper
open house

.-

In conjunction with other
Homecoming activities, the
Murray State News will hold
an open house Saturday morning, from 8 to 10 in Room 111
of Wilson Hall.
A slide presentation explaining the weekly publication
of the News will be made, and
coffee and donuts will be served at the open house which is
sponsored by the department of
journalism and the Murray
State News. A special invitation is extended to former
journalism students and
alumni.
Tom Farthing, Sturgis, new
faculty adviser to the News;
Susan Clem, West Frankfort,
Ill., editor and other staff members will me~t visitors.

Hayden Hewes will follow at
7:0() p.m. Oct. 30 in Lovett
Auditorium. Hewes, who ha11
researched UFO's for more
than 15 years, is the only non-government official ever per~
mitted to examine go,·erll
mental records on UFO's.
Using slides and films of actua I

"flying saucer" sightings.
Hewes builds a solid case supporting " celestial visitation."
Regarding the lecture 8eries,
Watson remarked, " We are
also trying to provide informal
rap session!! for students to talk
to these people on a firRt·hand
basis."

Further r esolutions included: FDEA promotion of a
1976 legislative package which
would benefit Kentucky
educators fin a ncially; reaffirmation of support of KEA
and NEA in seeking a bill for
negotiations between teachers
and boards of education; and
adoption of a "goal directed ''
structure to go along with the
FDEA and UniServe Unit 10
merger.
A special request was made
that Dr. J . M. Dodson be
presented a resolution of appreciation while he remains
executive ~ecretary of the
orgllniution.
During the general assembly
meeting, Dr. Donald E. Jones,
executive secretary of FDEA
and dean of continuing
education at Murray State,
reported the election results of
new officers, held Oct. 3 .
New officers formally presented wore : Agnes S u blett,
teacher and coun!ielor at

Fulton County High School,
president; Jane McBride of
Paducah Independent School
System, pres.-elect; Barbara
Strum of McCracken County,
member of the Human Relat ·
ions~ommis!lion : JackGardner.

assistant director of personnel
services at Murray State, member of the nominating com·
mittee for the Teachers
Retirement System and Bill
Rutherford of Trigg County,
member of the PR and R Commission.

Faculty to meet
The Murray State University
Faculty Organization will me~t
Wednesday, Oct. 23 at 3:30
p.m. in the Mason Auditorium
to r atify a proposed con stitution for a faculty senate.
Under the direction of Dr.
Frank Kodman, professor of
psychology, a committee of the
Organization has worked on
the proposed con!ltitution.

Ho~ecoming---(Con tmued from pagf' lA)
MSU and the board of regents.
The five finalists for
Homecoming Queen will be
riding in the parade and will be
crowned later in the day in
ceremonies before the ~arne
between Murray and Maddie
Tennessee State at 2 p.m.
Finalists are: Cindy Sexton,
Ballwin, Mo., junior; Sandy
Wilson, Louisville, junior; Carmen Arnold, Peoria, Ill.,
junior; Lynne Walker, Nashville, senior; and Tara Eissler,
Boonville, Ind ., freshman .
Other entries in the parade
will
be
the
popular
Breckenridge Job Corps Drill
Team, antique cars, fire trucks,
the ROTC Color Guard, Cub
Scouts and Girl Scouts, and
about 100 Shriner& as clowns in
an Oriental Band,in motorcycle
patrols and on mini-bikes.
Homecoming Eve activities
will include a golf tournament
for alumni, dedication of a
plaque and the drive at Stewart
Stadium in memory of Gilbert
Graves and a concert featuring
jazz trumpeter Clark Terry and
the Phi Mu Alpha "Men of
Note."
Besides the U!lual assortment
of breakfasts, coffees, brunches,
lunches, dinners and dances for

fraternities and sororities and
other organizations, the Saturday schedule includes a
reunion for the 1954 football
team, the annual Alumni
Smorgasbord, a post-game open
house at Oakhurst, a concert by
The Righteous Brothers and
Dave
Loggins
and
a
Homecoming Dance.

Touring show
auditions set
Audition!! for a one act
touring show "Box and Cox"
will be held at 4 p.m. Wednesday in the University
Theatre in the Fine Ar ts Bldg.
Sponsored by the theatre arts
department, it is • University
Theatre production.
Two male parts and one
female part are available.
The play, a 19th century
farce concerning two men who
share an apartment though
they do not realize it, having
never met one another, will be
directed by Grey H urt, senior
theatre a rts major from
Paducah.
The show will tour secondary
schools in four states from Nov.
18-25

The sharpest girls at Homecoming
get their shoes at
The Shoe Tree
Shoes and matching bags
for the game and Party
shoes for the dances that night!

Be in style with accessories
from
Southside Manor
Phone 753-8339
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? When will interest
rates stop
climbing?
? Why are
America's gold
reserves
disappearing?
? Why are world
monetary
exchanges in
constant state of
confusion?

THIS BOOK
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MAKING BIBLE PROPMECY READ
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Opinion I Co••ent
Administration c·ensured - what next?
The Faculty Organization voted
On Sept. 11, the faculty group
last Thursday to censure the ad- voted to take steps against the administration of President Curris ministration unless the Board reconalong with the Board of Regents of sidered decisions not to permit full
Murray State University. According Board hearings for those denied
to acting chairman Dr. Charles tenure.
Daughaday, English professor, and
Dr. Charles Howard, Mayfield,
other member of the faculty group, chairman of the Board of Regents,
the censure meant a "severe replied by stating that a threecriticism" of recent action taken by member committee was being set up
the administration and the Board of to review written applications, but
Regents.
that de facto tenure would not be
How did this confrontation come considered.
about, who i's being affected, what
Now we come to the Oct. 10
are the stands of both sides, and . meeting of the Faculty Organization.
what will happen next? Most of With only about half of the teachers
these questions can be answered, ex- present, on the eve of the First
cept for the last.
District Education Association
The problem evolved last May meeting to be held on campus, the
when 21 of 46 faculty members were final vote showed 91 for cen~ture and
denied tenure by an act of the ad- 12 against. In a resolution preceding
ministration and Board of Regents. the vote, the group said that Dr.
These persons were given a one-year Howard's response was unterminal contract. Last month a satisfactory.
move was started to save 10 of those
Curris has said, "I did not supjobs. These 10 teachers had been port, nor could I ever support, the
long time employees of Murray granting of permanent employment
State. They said that the action ot to faculty members not favorably
the board was arbitrary and evaluated under the University's
violated their basic rights.
tenure policy."

The question now is, what is the
next step? Several things may be
coming in the wake of the latest occurances. The American Association
of University Professors (AAUP)
may censure and blacklist Murray
on a national scale. Court action by
individuals is very probable. Right
now, neither side seems ready to
back down.

The fiual question is still unanswered. How will this heated controversy ultimately affect Murray
State University. A lack of students
is the root of the problem, fewer
students meant fewer teachers,
tenure denials was one result. These
developments will not promote our
University, and fewer students will
mean even fewer teachers.

FRANKLY SPEAKING... .by phil frank

YOO MUST BE
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The new program that is rapidly
growing in interest on campus this
fall is _one of education for students
by students. The new program, dubbed Free University, is the brain
child of Fred Neff and Fred Sapp.
The idea is not a new one, but from
the response by students it is obviously a refreshing one.
The Free University is based on
the concept of learning through active participation. It is working on a
budget of $400 and the instructors
receive no pay, the students pay no
fees. They are already planning the
spring semester's classes.
On the other end of the spectrum
is another program of practical application learning. This is the
University's Life and Learning
series. Like the Free University
there seems to be much interest
generated but the major difference
lies in f'mances. The Life and I.:.earning courses are payed for in fees
supplied by students. The . instructors' are payed in this program.

The emphasis on the Life and
Learning series is towards the
general community and the Free
University is aimed at the student.
And though at this point there is extreme response to each program it's
really too soon to tell if any success
is being achieved. The programs, in
fact, could have conflicting courses-one free directed by students and
one with tuition instructed by a
professional.
The programs are indeed very
similar. So similar, in fact, that one
wonders why they could not be incorporated into one program with
different levels. In this light, the
community could be required to pay
an entrance fee and students could
take the courses free of charge.What
was confusion and most importantly
competition could be done away
with.
As it stands now, the success or
failure of the programs will depend
on whether people want to pay for
practical learning or would rather
learn without fees.
•r

·~
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No Homecoming this year
This & That
By KAREN FLANIGAN

One of the student services offered by Murray
State University is assisting
students to find permanent
employment
upon
graduation. The placement
office is under the direction
of Martha Guire and is
located on the fourth floor of
the administration building.
,Jobs in industry, tea'ching,
business and government,
etc. are found for students
each year which they otherwise might not have found
on their own.
According to Guire, "The
servtce IS primarily for
graduating seniors, but in
several in!!tances we have
found part-time or tem porary jobs for undergraduates. Many times
we will get a call from a
local business or company
inquiring about someone
uvailable for such a job."
Any senior who is a May,
August or December
graduate can put in a file at
the placement office. All one
need do is fill out a data
sheet wh1eh contains both
personal and professional
information and have two
lefters of recommendation.
On-campus interviews are
conducted for the students
~ho take advantage of the
placement office. Many
times a representative of the
company a student applies
to will come to Murray in
' order to interview the
student.
"We also do our best to
help students in getting summer jobs," said Guire. "We
don't have interviews, but
we do advertise the jobs as
best we can."
The placement office is
one student service of which
full advantage should be
taken. Students have the
possibility of a good job just
by applying and letting
someone else do most of the
work.

Leaves of red and gold ... the thud of pigskin in the crisp
blue air...the yells of happy students and townspeople...
the friendly shouts of old grads to classmates of yore...yes,
that's Homecoming.
But not this year at Murray State.
They're gone, these wearers of the Blue and Gold. There's
no homecoming. . .yet. . .for them. And never for some.
Russell Snyder won't be coming home ... and "Ham" Morris.
.. and Harry Haney.. . and Earl Hall . . . and John Mon·
tgomery. . . and C. C. Hughes ...and Lin Barclay. . . and
Robert Nall .. .and John Byron ... and Ezell Harding... and
others we haven't heard from .
It's best not to have a Homecoming this year. Somehow
we couldn't enjoy Homecoming with the Murray boys in
Italy, over Wake Island, and Berlin, fighting that they
might come home to a free world. Oh, they would say--if you
should ask them--go ahead, have your Homecoming. Thanks
boys, just the same, we'll omit the unnecessary celebrations
this time.
And when you DO come home--pray God it will be soon
and permanently-we'll have a REAL HOMECOMING.
Just for you. That's a prc!'lise.
EDITORS NOTE:
This article appeared in the Oct. 18, 1943 edition of
the Murray State News. It was written by L. J. Hortin,
Professor Emeritus and former Chairman of the Journalism department, who was an instructor at the time.
The enrollment at Murray State was 322 that year, due
to WWll. In 1940 it had stood at 1,132.

Student Judicial Board
assures fair play
The Student Judicial
Board (SJB) is a relatively
unfamiliar branch of
Student
Government
Association to Murray State
University students, and
many are unaware of its .s ervices available to them.
Harold Doran, Murray,
chairman of the SJB, recently outlined some of the functions,
duties
and
procedures of the board to
make it more accessible to
students.
Generally, the purpose of
the university judicial structure is to assure that basic
fair play and due process
will be adhered to in the
judgment of student
violations or complaints.
The present judicial structure here begins with campus organizations (Dorm
Councils,
Panhellenic,
Residence Hall Advisory
Board or others), then

moves up to the SJB, the
Disciplinary
Committee,
made up of faculty; the
Board of Regents and
finally state and federal
courts.
The SJB has original
jurisdiction over cases
referred to it from lower
governing bodies, the vicepresident of student affairs
or the disci pWnary «;p mmittee. Cases involving the
student constitution and its
interpretation, and appeals
from lower judiciary bodies
also come under the board's
authority.
In order to bring a case
before the SJB, a student
must first pick up a hear_ins
application in the Student
Government office and
return it there completed.
The SJB reviews the application to decide if a
hearing is warranted, and

the applicant is notified of
the board's initial decision.
Then, depending on the
ruling, eltlier a hearing for
the case is scheduled, or the
proper course of action for
th!' student is outlined .
An application must also
be completed for an appeal,
however, before making its
initial decision, the board
will call for aU previous
evidence from the lower
body and a written
statement from the student..
Then, either a hearing for
the appeal will be scheduled
or the decision of the lower
body will stand.
Seven students, selected
from applications by the
Student Senate, sit on the
SJB. The board is required
to meet at least twice a
month, with other meetings
called as the need arises. A
majority vote determines all
opinions.

Letters to the Editor
office of AAUP would have
· prevented that action. As a
matter of principle, and con·
sistent
with my professional
Editor:
responsibilities,
I did not
I regret the action of two
support,
nor
could
I ever
men, the president of the
support
the
denial
of
tenure
University and the chairman
to
faculty
members
by a
of the Board of Regents,
of
secret
procedures.
series
whose decision not to award
tenure to certain faculty Tenure decisions should, of
members has resulted in course, be open; they should
censure of the president and never result from secret ad the Board of Regents by the ministrative tactics that
Faculty Organization. I lead to litigation.
must say however, that their
action was not unexpected.
The faculty is working to
These leaders had ap- make Murray State Univerparently decided what sity a dynamic regional
course of action would be university, committed to
taken and obviously no educational
opportunity,
amount of information from academic excellence, and
the faculty or the national service to our region. A

On Tenure

strong majority of the
University's 350 faculty

Racerettes?

Editor:
I am not certain who has
the responsibility of labeling
pictures and articles about
our various athletic teams,
but as you can see from the
enclosed picture and comments I received from an
anonymou~ source, someone
is very much offended by the
u.Se of the word "Racerettes'' to describe our
women' s athletic teams.
Although we have not adopted an official nickname for
C.D. Wilder, Jr.
our women athletic teams,
Associate Professor of our women coaches feel that
Biology
"Lady Racers" or "Women
President, MSU Chapter Racers" would probably be
AAUP
more appropriate. Although

members supports the concept of tenure that provides
the academic freedom
required to achieve these
goals. The faculty does not
apologize for its concept of
tenure, nor does it apologize
for its resolve to preserve the
basis for academic freedom,
so necessary to attract and
retain only the most highly
qualified and competent
faculty.

I have shown this letter to
Mrs. Head, our women's
tennis coach, she was not offended by the term "Raeerettes."
Cal Luther, Athletic Director
Editor's Note:
The sports department
regrets any offense
caused by the use of the
term "Racerettes" in
reference to MSU's
women's athletic teams.
However, due to headline
space limitations, a single
word nickname needs to
be used in referring to
any team. We feel the
women athletes should
provide a suitable name
tor our use.
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ENTERTAINMENT
FREE
For your 110111 ' 1 durlnl Ho11ecomln1
Brln1 them to brouse at the Murray

~~t ~nti qu t ~all
&07 S. Fourth
12 dealers under one roof

HOMECOMING QUEEN FINALISTS for lt74
Komeeominr Queen are front row, left to ript,
Tara Ei18ler, Booneville, Ind.; Cindy Sexton,
Ballwin, Mo.; Carmen Arnold, Peoria, 111.; and
beck row, ieet to rirbt, Lynn Walker, Naahville,

Photo by
Woolley
Tenn. and Sandy Wilaon, Loulaville. The Queen
will be crowned at pre-rame eeremonle•
tomor row at t he Murray-Middle Tenneaaee
rame at 2 p.m.

Homecoming Specials Wed .-Sat.

John C. Neubauer

MSU expands, improves
The interior renovation of
the Carr Health Bldg. is now in
the planning stage, with hopes
of a rapid move to bidding.
The Executive Department
for
Finance
and
Administration baa selected
Gresham and Kerr, John
Keeling Associates of Paducah
to provide architectual services
for the planning of the
renovation. The firms of LadtMarcum-Fuller,
Mechanical
and Electrical Engineers, and
Ted Billington, Strucutral
Egineers, were approved for
employment as consultants on
this project.
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
vice
president
of
Administration and Finance for
the University said, "We've just
started, having had only one
meeting last week, but what we
are hoping for from the architects is that they try to complete the planning as soon as
possible, so bidding can start
and a contract made.'' We
may be ready to work by May
1, the building will be vacated
after this time, and the contractors wi11 be able to work
during the summer " Although
the renovation won't become
complete by the fall semest.er,
Dr. Hogancamp continued, "we
hope certain portions can ·be
occup1ed by then."
Other projects underway at
this time are the Central
Heating and Cooling Plant,
and improved pedes trian
crossing controls at 15th St.
and Chestnut.
Last year $400,000 was approved for the heating plant
and also a library building.
Having this money in the
budget the administration has

been working with engineers to
design the plant. Dr. Hogan·
camp said, "We are in the
preliminary stages of early
design. Since last June we have
worked with the engineers, and
they are looking at the fuel
situation to determine what to
recommend . . Then, they will
come up with a specific
design.'' "Once plans are com·
plett'd, construction will start
late in '75 or early '76," he added.

Real Estate

Phone 753-0101

The
University
baa
recognized the problems in
pedestrian and traffic controls
at the intersection of 15th and
Chestnu t for some time now.

505 Main Street

Bob Rodgers
Broker-Salesman 7 53 -7116

At this time however, Dr.
Hogancamp says they have
asked the highway department
to develop an improved
pedestrian crossing at the intersection. "The highway officials have looked at it, and we
are hopefu l this can be done.' '

I

Faculty votes,-----(Continued from pare 1 A)
Curris caUed this a "significant
number." "In no way do I want
to u nderestimate the sentiments expressed there. I
respect their viewpoint, but I
disagree and have spelled out
why," he concluded.
Dr. Char les Daughaday,
associate professor of English,
said the MSU faculty agreed
with the goals or ends of improving the faculty, but that it
differs with the means taken.
Dr. Daughaday pointed out,
"Dr. Curris should be guided by
the high standards of the
AAUP (American Association
of University Professors) rather
than his own personal
policies.''
~ In a statement frllm Dr.
Daughaday, he said, "Included
among those professors at MSU
recently denied tenure are some
who have up to 13 years of
teaching service, who have been
promoted and who have
received regular salary raises
for their competent performance: Thus it makes no
sense to say, as Dr. Curris does,
that the University has

·resolved to attract and retain
only the most highly qualified
and competent faculty.' The
current controversy exists
precisely because of the failure
to have established standards
in order to determine as best as
is humanly possibly 'qualified
and competent faculty."
Daughaday concluded, "To
ignore the AAUP guidelines is
to doom MSU to national
disgrace, and this make1:1 it all
the more difficult to obtain and
keep qualified and competent
faculcy who have little desire to
teach in a censured in stitution." Other business taking place
at the Oct . 10 !<' acuity
Organization meeting was the
election of the following offleers: Dr. Charles Daughaday,
chairman; Dr. Charles Homra,
viet--chairman; Alta Presson,
secretary ; and Dr. Howard
Giles, treasurer.
Editore
Note:
The
previous response by Dr.
Charles Daugh aday was in
the capacity of member of
the MSU facu lty and not
necessarily that of Faculty
Organization ch airman.

St adium V i ew Dr.

K INDERGARTEN
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ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Tuesday night the followinll
women were initiated into th.
little sisters of the Maltese
Cross: Diane Drake and
Michelle Hurst, Louisville;
Cindy Morris, Benton; Kathy
Hunt, Paducah; Melinda Hancock, Hopkinsville; Cindi
Craven, Fult.on; Anne Erwin,
Murray; Cindy Day, Indiaripolis, Ind.; Gail Thalman,
Arlington Hts., Ill.; Donna
Geurin, Boonville, Ind.; Karen
Miller, Columbus, Ohio and
Susan Ramp, Carbondale, Ill.

ACCOUNTING SOCIETY
The speaker at the last
meeting was Larry Stinson of
George H. Reed, a certified
public accounting firm in
Mayfield.

your

professor of business education
is the state adviser.
Oct. 24, the next meeting of
Phi Beta Lambda will be held
in Room 104 of the Business
Bldg. Bill Boyd, president of
Peoples Bank will be the
speaker. All interested business
majors and minors are invited.

KAPPA DELTA
The Delta Iota chapter of
Kappa Delta has installed two
girls into the Xi pledge class.
They are: Susan Watts, Fulton
and Anne Russell, Lawton,
Okla.
The sisters are building a
float for Homecoming with the
brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha.

ALPHA GAMMA RHO

The brothers of Alpha
Omega chapter of Alpha
Gamma Rho will host a brunch
P HI BETA LAMBDA
for their alumni at the fraterThe Delta Gamma· chapter of n ity house fo llo wing the
para d e.
Phi Beta Lambda held its Homecoming
organizational meeting on Sept. Tomorrow night a closed din26. At this meeting the ner d ance will be held at the
following officers were elected: Ramada I nn in Paducah. T he
Carey Bonds, Louisvi lle, music wil1 be furnished by
president; Dirk Williams, Faith fr om Dayton, Ohio.
Chicago, vice-pr esident in
BAPTIST STUDENT
UNION
charge of membership; Peggy
The Baptist Student Union
Sheeks, Fairfield, Ill., vicepresident in charge of projects; returned from state convention
Susan Sanderson, Gilbertsville, Sunday. At convention, Murray
vice-pr esident. in charge • of won the award for having the
programs;
Ka t ie
K emp, second largest group in atsecretary, Gretta Gardner, tendance. M urray also won the
treasurer and Marsha Sledd, volleyball tournament.
There will be a hayride
historian, all of Murray; J anie
Smelser, Resco, Mo., reporter; tonight. It will begin at 6:30
and Barry Brown, Paducah, and will be followed by a
parliamentarian.
display building party.
Club sponsors are William
ALPHA BETA ALPHA
Grasty and Franklin Ingram.
Monday, Sept. 9, Epsilon
Sledd is currently holding chapter of Alpha Beta Alpha
the office of state historian, and held a hot dog feast at the
Laverne Ryan, assistan t home of Susan Nanny, chapter

.1n format1onJ
. "

president. Actives and prospective members were invited and
Janice Kern, the chapter's new
sponsor was introduced.
At the Sept. 23 meeting, the
spring semester pledges were
installed. They are: Portia
Chinn, Murray; Velma Davis,
Hopkinsville: Holly Gr ief,
Calvert City; Sandra Lovett,
Benton and Greta Nichols,
Owensboro.
New pledges were initiated at
the Oct. 7 meeting. They are:
Vickie Bailey and Karen
McCuiston, Murray; Nancy
Brown, Arlington, Va.: Lizanne
Heck, Owesnboro: Doris
Newcom, ' LaCenter; Martha
Rankin, Crossville, Ill. and
Karen Wilson, Mayfield. The
pledges are planning a bake
sale and other money making
projects.

ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA

attended a meeting of the West
Kentucky chapter of the
American Chemical Society.
Membership is open to all
chemistry majors and minors.

Room 170 of the Blackburn
Science Bldg. Charlie Campbell
will speak on JCL for OS and
answer questions afterward.
PERSONALS

UNIVERSITY
CHRISTIAN
STUDENT CENTER

JAH. C.n1rato on your ntw nn1! A.L., St.l'.
FOLKS TONIGHT'S tho b11 no&hL. and tht
Man wtll 1'.......,1 tho moot on entertalnrMnt
from coati 10 <out. htltt co hoot Atc.ndanre
wiU b. t.Uon. Ye old m-.• lft•tr
~OI't PI.F.UGES. ConJ1"atal You"no IUIItway
done, "k"'P up the 100<1 work! A 1..., St.P
GAYE. 01.'•:-IB.'AND KARF.N Good luck on
S.to.,day 1 Wt'll aU t>. "'ltrhinJ )'Ou Alpha

The student center from
Martin, Tenn. came up Saturday and went to the ball game
with the Murray center.
Tomorrow · morning the
student center will bring the or·
phans from the Paradise Friendly Hvme to see the
Homecoming parade.
Tuesday, Oct. 22, Shirley
Grover will speak at the girl's
devotional and will give a
demonstration on arts and
craft.'!. It will begin at 8 p.m.

t.ov..

SIGMA CHI. Tba11ko for all )'0111' IUird wor•
on U.. n...c. L«' t wtn on Saturday. AOI'L
SHANAN · Tbanko for all the bard work o n
Hom«omena You•n • eup.r roM.
LYNNE AND CAR M~:N : Wt' rt •upor pr.,ud
of you both. GO<><I lucll! Cntt,~rata, <•mJ1"alo,
ex>nJ1"tlL AOPi
KAREN IN URBANI A llappy lMJ Dey! A
bwlb baa INen ..h!n in ywr bo1101, S<Tuuln.
TARA
10 Udttd lor you. aad are
bohtnd you all u.. way. Good luclt and aMp
dtap(ayml that wtnninr Alpha Gam omile.
Gamma XI allJIIIO,
RHO PI..EOGES: Wa're l•wkinc forward w
toalorrow, AGO aluma.
RES· THANKS for a,..., )·..r ! Your du.
Ctftl partner, all my lova ...TJC
TARA: CONGRATUI.ATIONS 1nd t..t of
luck! AGO lov..
ALPHA GAMS SAY, "G11 Roam!"

w.·..

COMPUTER SCIENCE
CLUB

T he next meeting of the comAlpha Sigma Alpha recently puter science club will be held
installed three new pledges. on Wednesday at 8 p.m. in
They a re: Rhonda Guhy,
Arlington; Kelta Moore, Frankfort an d L ibby M oreton,,.
Belleville, Ill.
The Alpha Sigs built their
Homecoming fioa t with Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity.
T he pearl lavalier was given
to Paula Wurm for her outstand ing dedication to the
sor ority.

KAG : Juot thia.lt •lJhl IIIOntM and you' re otill

a...t.,.. ,._ d -. JJ.

ou Are Welcome Whe
You Worship With Us
University
Church of Christ

SAACS
The Student Affiliates of the
American Chemical Society
met on Oct. 9 to elect officers
for the coming year. They are:
Glenda Wylie, Bragg City, Mo.,
president; Dale Dobroth,
Belleville, Ill., vice-president
and Debora Roberts, Falmouth,
secretary-treasurer.
Oct. 16 the SAACS members

106 North 15th Street

Sunday

9:30 a.m. Bible Study
10:30 a.m. Worship
7:00 p.m. Worship

Wednesday

7:00 p.m. Bible Study

RED H. T SPECIAL !
Janet Smith ... Winner of Palace $50 bill Give-a-way

FRIED
CHICKEN
DINNER

•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
..

Reg. $1 .95

: WATCH FOR A SUPER FANTASTIC :
SPECIAL IN NEXT ISSUE OF
:
: THE MURRAY STATE NEWS.........
•

!

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
THE PALACE
16th and Chestnut

753-7992
"VIsit 01r Ga•e Roo11"
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Veteran benefits not claimed;
Whitney urges use of rights

Phuto h.v WIIAon Wooll('y

Cindy Day

Wayne Whitney, director of
Veteran Services on the
Murray State University campus claims that one of the main
areas of his job is to make .
veterans aware of exactly what
benefits t hey are entitled to.
Whitney spoke on veterans
services at the United Campus
Ministry luncheon on Wednesday. Whitney, a native of
Eddyville, works in the Student
Development Office in Ordway
Hall. One of the areas which
many people are in controversy
over is the rationale behind
treating the veteran in a
preferential manner.
Whitney, who holds a
masters degree in communication provided his
feelings.
"l think it is a type of reward
for the service given by the vet.
For example, the day I was
drafted I had to turn down a
job at $13,000 a year. There are
<·ountless other cases similar to
my own," Whitney said.
Regarding the services that
the Veterans Service office
provides, Whitney stipulated
that his office is not involved in
dealing with money.
"If a man comes to me about
needing money other than that
involving those related to his

benefits we will attempt to help benefits to which he IS enuded.
him. Help would come from Presently the vet is entitled to
possibly securing a guaranteed about $10,000 worth of benefits
bank loan," Whitney stated.
which many vets are not aware
Whitney claimed that his of- of," Whitney revealed.
fice is primarily involved in
Whitney continued, "One of
aiding the vet while he is on
the things which we are atcampus.
"We are presently working tempting to make the veteran
on a summer placement aware of is that you don't have
program for the veteran. Sum- to go to coll~ge to obtain your
mer jobs are hard to get, benefits. Benefits can also be
from
attending
especially here in Murr ay. We drawn
are presently contacting vocational schools,'' he added.
businessmen 150 miles within
Another area in which vets
Murray to have summer jobs are not aware of, claims Whitfor the vet that needs them," ney, is that of advanced
Whitney said.
placement. The veteran can
Other areas which Whitney receive e ight boun of college
assists the veteran in are things credit just by obtaining an
such as housing, career coun- honorable discharge.
seling and academic counWhitney added, "The vet is
seling.
also entitled to earn up to 30
"We are also trying to get the credit hours by taking the
veteran aware of all the !KLEP) test."

FOR SALE

'5& OLDS 98. Lu1ury pluo. N~o you II•
IAtntion. Coil 0988 after II p.m
FOR SAL!>; 1964 A~~>~Un Htoloy 3,000 mk
111. Merhanically ou~ll•nl. 114taoonoblo prlc. ••
body need. work , Coli SlAve al 753·0076 ur 787·
4062.

WANTED

Ttucltlood ol banan~
Conuct B.C. anytime.

w put

on eomOal<ea.

SERVICES RE NDE RED
WILL BABYSIT Ptiday and Saturdoy nlah..
for &0 ceo!.& an hour. Coli 753-8283.

" Was dazed, " winner says

Day chosen Shield Queen
What's the winning combination? It was poise, personality and sincerity for Cynthia Ann Day. the new 1974-75
Shjeld Queen. She was selected
from a field of five finalists attending the Shield banquet Oct.
4 in the executive dining room
of Winslow Cafeteria.
Day is 5'2" and has green
eyes and red hair. She is a
senior from Indianapolis, Ind.
majoring in elementary
education with a minor in
English. She is also a member
of Kappa Delta social sorority
serving as pre:is editor and an
ATO little sister.
After graduating from Ben
Oavi R High School in Indianapolis, she attended Vincennes University for two years
where she was active in student
·ADVt:llTISING POLICYThe Murray State Newa
h
a
non-profit
orpnuation serving u a
laboratory for students
and ia published weekly.
The advertiainf rates for
the New• are 11.20 per
column Inch for local ada
and U .80 per column inch
for national ada. The
Murr ay State News Is 11er·
vlced by the National
Educational Advertising
Services, Inc.
No ad smaller than 1
column by one in ch wUI be
accepted. Advertialna for
beer, liquor and wine will
not be accepted. Ada that
are In poor taate, obscene
and contldered libelous
will not be accepted. The
Newt reaervea the righ t to
r efute a ny and a ll ada.
All national ada not
p laced throueh N.E.A.S.
must be prepaid before
they will run in the MSU
Newa. Deadline• for entry
of an ad ia Monday, prior
to the publication date and
any advertl1ler wishing to
cancel an ad mutt do ao by
5 p.m. on Tuetday prior to
the publication date. For
More Information call th e
Murray State Newsroom at
782...68 or 762_.491.

government and Beta Xi, a
local sorority on campus. She
also served as a summer
cheerleading counselor.
Her favorite hobbies are dan·
cing and bike riding. Day also
enjoys traveling and watching
professional car races since she
lives close to the race tracks in
Indianapolis.
When asked what her first
reaction was to being named
Shield Queen, she said she was
shocked and totally amazed at
being chosen. She said, "Peophl
were coming up and talking to
me, but I was in a - complete
,..
d aze.
Four runners-up in the contest were Meg Cammack, a
junior from Owensboro; Candy
Clifford, a junior
from
Louisville; Gloria John~on, a
freshman from Ontario,

Canada and Connie Vernier,
sophomore from Toledo, Ohio.
Day is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard E. Day and
has two sisters, one who is a
freshman here at Murray State,
and a brother.
Judges for the event were:
Sondra Ford, instructor at the
counseling and testing center,
Gene
Bailey,
assistant
professor of the department of
industry and technology, Bob
McGaughey, chairman of the
department of journalism and
Wilson Woolt>y, photographer
for information and public service~~.

Homecom ing Specials Wed.-Sat.

c
ce
Free Pattern to t he first 25 customers
witti $5.00 purchase t his Sunday
afternoon. Store opens 1:30-6:00 p. m.

fabrlfte
FABRIC

CENTERS

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

Store Hours:
Mon-Wed & Sat 9-6
1'hurs & Fri 8-9
Sun 1:30·6

According to Gary Duncan,
Shield business manager, the
queen and her court will participate in the Homecoming
parade tomorrow morning.

Homecoming
Special

& AutOmotive
· Center
ALL TYPES AUTO REPAIR - FREE PICK- UPI

All Casual Pants

Reduced 25 o/o
Good Selection of
styles
colors
sizes

Friday & Saturday Only

,

m4t C!Inlltgt ~ 4np
Across from MSU Library

753-9999
7th I MAPLE ST. •

MURRAY. KY.

-
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Clayton ignites puncbless Racers
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Sporta Editor

Powerful tailback Don
Clayton ignited a misfiring
homestanding Murray State
offense last Saturday night
with a 186-yard effort aa the
Racers scored twice in the
second half to defeat winless
University of Tennessee-Martin
14-6.
It was · by far the most
productive showing of the
season for the senior speedster
who ranked only third in Ohio
Valley Conference rushing
going into the contest after
leading the league with a 140

yard per game average last
year.
Clayton, now gammg 116
yards per contest after the ef·
fort against UTM, contributed
the dominating play of the
lackluster game with just under
three minutes left in the third
canto and MSU trailing 6-0.
Behind the great blocking of
right guard Russ Carlisle and
right tackle Charlie Carpenter,
the big senior broke through
the Pacer front line on the
MSU 17 and rambled upfield to
the Pacer seven where be was
pulled down from behind.
Three plays later he bulled
into the end zone standing

upright from the six with 1:36
showing and convenion
specialist Steve Martin gave
the Racers the lead they never
relinquished.
Murray State could not find
its offense after being shut out
from the Pacer end zone on an
early first period drive.
Receiving the ball on their own
47 following a UTM punt,
quarterback Tom Pandolfi
1tayed mainly with Clayton,
sending him for 30 of the
Racers' 47 yards in the drive
which lasted 11 plays before
sputtering on the Pacer four·
yard line.

Pandolfi hit the first two
passes he attempted, one to
wide ree.eiver Larry Foxwell for
3even yards and one to teammate Garry Brumm. But the
senior signal caller ran into the
Pacer pass rush on two consecutive downs on the visitors
four.
Neither team generated
another serious scoring drive,
but the Pacers roared into the
second period with a 42-yard·
drive in nine plays to tally first.
Quarterback Johnny Tucker,
one of four Pacer field generals
to see action: used a 15-yard
completion to tight end Frank
Mitchell to start the effort
which moved UTM from their
own 38 to the MSU five. Their
substitute quarterback David
Brown plunged over the line to
score with 11 :08 remaining in
the cant~.
Junior MSU linebacker Larry
Jasper broke through to block
Mickey Hamilton's attempted
conversion and the Pacers lead
stood at 6-0.
Clayton's
effectiveness
against UTM was evident at
halftime when he had totaled
63 yards on 12 attempts despite
MSU's seemingly first loss ever
in Roy Stewart Stadium· since
it opened Last year.
Both teams exchanged the
ball three times following the
second half kickoff before the
Racers sparked their offense to
life. Taking over following a
stalled Pacer drive on their
own two caused by some solid
Racer defensive play lead by
MSU linebacker Don Hettich,
Pandolfi set the stage for
Clayton's dramatic gallop. He
sneaked up the middle for two
before sending the workhorse

tailback for 12 yards around
right end.
With a first and ten on his
own 17, Clayton bulled his way
for two up the middle before
breaking loose on the next
down for his 68-yard effort.
UTM was penalized half the
distance to the goal to spot the
ball on the seven.
MSU scored minutes later to
go ahead for keeps in the
physical contest.
UTM tried to gear its offense
towards the goal, but despite
two chances the P'l<'ers failed.
One was a 39-yard field goal attempt by Hamilton which was
wide, like a ·previous first half
52 yarder, and one was when
the offense was stalled on the
Murray 38 on a fourth down.
The Racers then marched 12
plays off the scoreboard and
moved 64 ya1 ds to score tht
contest ' s final touchdo"'n .
Clayton gained 20 of those
yards alone before Pandolfi
elected to mix his offense and
test 5-8, 176 pound, Art Kennedy, a junior college transfer
playing tailback.
In his first play ever as a
MSU rusher, Kennedy picked
up five yard~ to move to the
Pacer 17-yard line. And before
you could say "li~htning fast.' '
the l!peedster had moved
Murray to the visitor'!' nine.
Pandolfi then connected with
Brumm on a nine-yard pass
into the end zone with 1:56 let~
in the action to boost the Racer
lead to 13-6. Martin then converted his lOth consecutive extra point for the rmal margin.
But the action was not over!
After an unusual onsides
kick, MSU came up with the

Vandy soccer team
foils injured MSU
By MIKE CAMPBELL
Snorts Writer

(Photo courLeRy of Murray J.ed,er & Times)
DODGING AND WEAVING defendera, Don yard11 on 27 carriu. Pacer~ 1hown are: (No. •o)
Clayton (No. 21) makes his way downfield Gary Guthrie and (No. .50) Aldo Fachinl, while
durini thl• third quarter MSU·UTM action . .He MSU's Garry Drumm (No. 81) blocu.
enjoyed hie beat lfame of the seuon with 1861

'Breds grab divisional
with WKU rout · ·
By STEVE HALE
Aa11t. Sports Editor

" I've never seen anything
like it! They ran onto that field
with r~re in their eyes. I've
never put a ball club on the
field any more ready to play
than thiR group of guys were
last Friday. They were nearly
mentally perfect. I don' t know
if I've ever been more pleased
with a club."
.
Those words of praise came
from coach Johnny Reagan after his team had just clinched
the western division fall title of
U1e Ohio Valley Conference last
Friday afternoon by sweeping a
doubleheader from Western
Kentucky, 11-2 and 3-2.
Murray finished the fall
season with a sparkling 6-0
record and it marka the second
straight year that the 'Breda
have taken the championship.
If the 'Breda win the spring
title next year, they will play
the winner of the eastern
division title to decide the OVC
champion.
A crowd of approximately
LOO 'Bred followers saw
Mu~ay jump to a 3:0 lead in

the top half of the first inning.
It was on the first pitch of the
game, however, that Western
knew Murray meant business.
Leon Wurth, who had tne
best day of his career, gave
Murray its first runs of the
game by connecting on a tworun double. He later scored on
the front end of a double steal
which gave Murray its early
lead.
Although the Hilltoppers
were held to four hits by 'Bred
hurler Mike Sims, they put
three of those hits together in
the third inning to score two
runs, pulling within one, 3-2.
It was in the fifth frame that
Murray exploded for eight runs
on seven hits. First baseman
Don Derrington unleashed two
hits in the inning while batting
in two runs. Wurth, Sinul, Gene
Stauber and Terry Brown also
had run-scoring singles.
Wurth had three hits in the
contest while Derrington and
Brown had two each.
In the second game it was
Wurth who almost singlehandedly won the game for
Murray. In the first game he

had shown the Hilltoppers his
batting ability and in the nightcap he put on a dazzling
exhibition with his fielding.
(Continued oo page 15A)

in the .second against MSU's
two scores.

.Jim Lukeman and Greg
.Eleven men are needed to
play a soccer match and the Gelhot were the only Racers
loss of just one can be who cracked the Vandy goal as
crucial...just ask the Murrav MSU's offensive attack was
State squad.
• severely weakened by the loss
of .standout Bert Jacobs who is
Only 11 players made the recovering from a leg operation .
trip to Nashville when the
MSU previously lost a 4-1
Racers met Vanderbilt m a dec isio n to Vanderbilt in
Saturday match and one of Carlisle Cutchin Stadium after
them, goalkeeper John Larson missing several opportunities to
was injured. When he departed score on the Southeastern Conthe action, fullback Dave Ken· ference team.
nedy replaced him and "mude
Coach Schellas Hyndman's
some good saves," a team
member said following the squad now supports a 3-3
record prior to meeting the
match.
University of Alabama·
The Commodores tallied five Huntsville at home Sunday at 2
goals in the first half and three p.m.

RJSING RACER DEFENSE iJI led by (No. 63)
Don Hettich and Lea Stinnett against the UTM
offensive line. Hettich lead a third quarter goal

(Photo courteey of Murray Ledger A: Times)
atsnd for MSU and rank• eecond in team
tackle• and aulate with 27 and
respectively.
The Racer• prevailed, 14·8.
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Pare lOA

Peck's wish: burn Racers' OVC
lwpes with Honwcoming victory
freesboro and was knocked out
of
a first place tie with eventual
Sporte Editor
OVC champion Western Ken·
If Middle Tenneasee's Blue tucky. And although Middle is
Raiders spoil Murray State's out of this year's title chase
Homecoming
activities with an 1-2·0 mark at this
tomorrow afternoon, one can point in the season, Coach Bill
expect to find the visitors' Furgerson's squad would like
sideline littered with chewn nothing better than to pin a
loss on the Homecoming
•
cigar butts.
And MTSU head coach Bill visitors.
But the Racers have not had
Peck would like nothing better
to flick his ashes on the Racers the best of luck against MTSU
hopes for an Ohio Valley Con- in the past, managing to record
ference win before an an- victories in only four games
over the last decade. The Blue
ticipated capacity crowd.
An avid cigar smoker, Peck Raiders hold a slight edge in
bas witnessed his Blue Raiders the overall series between the
fall from the OVC lead through two schools with a 22-19·3 slate
two consecutive los.'4es and the going back to 1925.
MTSU five-year coaching
On the other hand, MSU
veteran is anything but pleased. ranked sixth in team offense
Last Saturday MTSU fought and seventh in defense prior to
current league leader Eastern their 14-6 win over University
Kentucky to a hard-fought 21· of Tennessee-Martin last
17 decision and held super Saturday night. Quarterback
sophomore Everett Talbert, the Tom Pandolfi lead the league
'nation's leading rusher going in passing with 45 completions
into the clash, to 73 yrads on 20 on 81 attempts for a .560 comcarries. ..or 121.3 yards below pletion average and six touchdown paases. His standings unhis average per contest.
Blue Raider quarterback doubtedly dropped somewhat
Freddy Rohrdanz fired for two following a sub-par pertouchdown passes to bring formance against the Pacers
MTSU back from a 14-3 disad- where he hit only six of 15 atvantage at halftime, but the tempts for 45 yards, but he still
Colonels employed a stingy is a threat to the MTSU secondefense and added two of their dary.
M[ddle's most effective
own markers to ice the win.
The Blue Raiders attempted rusher for the season has been
back
Dwaine
three successive onsides kicks running
in the final 14 seconds after Copeland, a 5-11, 190 pound
their last score, but failed to senior, who was the league's
recover the football on any of fifth best runner with a 73.8
yard per game average and 295
them.
"This is really a hard loss for yards in four games prior to
us," Peck said following the meeting EKU.
The Blue Raider defense,
game, "we really played well
however,
was the unsung hero
and lost. •• the race isn' t over..
as long as we still have a of the season until it stopped
chance, we' re not conceding Talbert. Senior linebacker
Harry Flippen, a 6-3, 213·
anything."
midget,
junior
Murray State slipped to a 17- pound
14 loss last year in Mur- linebacker Melvin Boyd, a
By STEVE W. GIVENS

Receiver's dream
MSU's Doug Sanders
made t h is spect•cular
catch of a Tom Pandolfi
pan d u r ing Satu rda y
night'e Racer-UTM game.
The sophom ore tight end
leads ~urray in catches
with 16 grabs and 167
yards and three touch- .
downs. Going into th e
game, be ranked third in
the Ohio Valley Conference in receiving.

Golf tourney
will attract
many alumni
Golf clubs usually are not
with returning to
one' s Alma Mater, but for the
last five years at Murray
State's Homecoming festivities
they have been one of the hottest attractions around.
associat~d

PRESBYTERIAN
BABYSITTING
SERVICE

More than 100 alumni 'are
expected to tee off at tbe
Murray Golf and Country Club,
6,328-yard course at 11 a.m.
today
in
the
annual
Homecoming Golf Tournament.
Norman Lane, director of the
University's program in Eagle
University at Ft. Campbell, is
in charge of the tournament
again this year, and urges
anyone wishing to participate
to notify the Alumni Office
today of his intention to do so
in order that pairings can be
made.
A wide assortment of attractive prizes, including
trophies for the medalist and
runners-up in both the men's
and ladies' divisions, await the
winners.

Corner of 16th and Main Streets

7:30 a.m .-4 :30 p.m.
60 4 per hour, or pay by day or week
No Reservation Needed-No Age Limit

This service is state licensed and is now u nder a new d irector. For Furt her Informat ion
Call Mrs. Thllda Watson.

A New Look
A New Location
A New L ine

!&ing's ·~tn
Open 9-9

" The" Store For Men
BelAir Center
753 • 0550
Mon.-Sat.

mere 6-0, 205 pounder, and a
wild senior guard named Gary
Bell, a service veteran and for·
mer rodeo rider, trigger the
blitzing MTSU front line.
Murray State had better
hope the Blue Raiders do not
punt tou many times since
senior Mike Shawne, a 6·0, 210

pounder, lead the nation in
punting going into the Eastern
game with a 46.6 yard per kick
average.
But the Racers can counter
with senior Steve Martin, who
ranks third in the league with a
41.9 average on 23 kicks. He
cracked the Racer punting
record with a 75 yarder against

lJTM .
The Blue Raiders' alwaysdangerous placekicker Archie
Arrington, a 5-11, 222-pound
senior, has to be considered a
threat within the 50-yard line.
He boomed a 45 yarder last
week against EKU to raise his
seasonal . totals to six field
goals, six of seven conversions
for a league leading 26 points
scored by foot.
Last year, Arrington boomed
a 46 yard field goal with 2:32
left in the game to give MTSU
their 17-14 win over the Racers.
His 4-7 slate last season was
his first losing season ever as a
head coach and· this year's
squad has beg4n a nosedive
remarkably similar to that bitter memory.
Kickoff time is 2
Mike Invi tee a ll senior
mea who are wlthln twelve
montbe of their rraduatlon
and rrad uate etu denu, to

I

examine the o uutand lng
benef its
w h ic h
are
available to them throurh
t he Colle ge Prot ector

Bring this coupon to
Burger Queen for:

l t74
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BANK OF MURRAY
Three convenient locations
to serve the university

Downtown Branch
T h e Special
O ccasion Calls
For Fo r mal W ear

M ain

University Branch

The Harmon Football Forecast
1-0HIO STATE
2-0KLAHOMA
3--MICHI GAN
4--ALABAMA

$-SOUTHERN CAL
7-MARYLAND
I -TEXAS A&M
I-NOTRE DAME
1 ~TEXAS TECH

~UBURN

Saturday, Oct 19 -

by

from

College
Shop
(Next to WaUe.ce'1 Booketore)

Air Force
Alabama
Arizona State
Arkansas State
Arkansas
Auburn
Bnlham Youna
Brown
California
Cincinnati
Colorado State
Cornell
Duke
East Carolina
Florida
Furman
Geor&la
Hawlill
Houston
Idaho
Illinois
Iowa
Kansas State
Kent State
Lenolr·Rhyne

LS.U.

University
Book Store
"For All Your
Un iversity N ee ds"

Go Racers!

Louisville
Maryland
Mc,...ese State
Miami, Fla.
Miami {Ohio)
Michlpn
Mississippi State
Mississippi
Nebraska
New Mexico State
N- Mexico
North Carolina
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Ohio U
Oklahoma St1te
Oklahoma
Pacific
Penn State
Pennsylvania
Pittsbur&h
Prl nceton
Pu~ue

Rice
Rutaers
San Die&o State
Southern Cal
southern Illinois
southern Mississippi
Stanford
Tampa
Temple
Texas A&M
Texas Tech
Toledo
Tulane
Tulsa

u.c.t..A.

Vir&lnla
Western Mlchipn
Yale

Other Games Abilene Christi1n
An&elo State
A.ustl n Peay
catawba
Eastern Kentucky
Elon
Emory
Han ry
Georaetown
Glenville
Gr.mblln&
Hampden-Sydney
Jackson State
Jacksonville
Livlnr.ton
Louis ana Tech
Mars Hill
McMur1
Middle ennenee
Mississippi College
OUachita
S F Austin
Sam Houston
Southwestern, Tenn
Texas A&l
TllCliS luthlfl n
Towson

a.

BEAT
Middle

•

17
24
42
21
24
27
30
21
24
31
35
25
22
28
24
17
21
23
34
24
24
23
23
27
38
21
33
49
30
25
24
28
22
27
24

2!

20
27
38
45
33
20
38
17
28
35
24
22
~

23
21
24
42
27
26
20
37
34
42
27
29
31
21
26
14
20
42

11-NEBRASKA
12-TEXAS
13- ARIZONA STATE
14-BAYLOR
15-0KLAHOMA STATE

Major Co1te111
Navy
Tennessee
Utah
Lamar
Texas
Georlia Tech
U.T.E".P.
Dartmouth
oreaon State
Wichltll
Nevade (Reno)
Harva~

Clemson
ADpalachian
Florida State
East Tennessee
Vanderbilt
Lon& Beach
VlllllnoYa
Montan•
Mlchlpn State
Minnesota
Iowa Stllte
Utah State
Dllvidson
Kentucky
Drake
Wake Forest
Arllnston
West Vlr&lnla
Bowlina Green
Wisconsin
Memphis State
South Carolin•
,KllnSliS
North Texas
Wyornlna
No. Carolina State

ArmY

10
9
12
14
20
10
14
20
14
6
12
20
13
6

•

6
17
13
10
21
23
14
21

25

7
10
7
0
7
14
7
16
14

15

12
12
15
24
7

lndi1na
6
Morehead
14
Missouri
l7
Colorldo
13
Fresno State
14
Syracuse
7
lafayette
6
Boston College
22
Colpte
20
Northwestern
13
S.M.U.
- 20
WilHam & Mary
13
San Jose State
23
Oregon
6
Northern Illinois
24
V.M.I .
17
Wlshlnaton
7
SW Loulslan1
6
Holy Cross
7
T.C.U.
13
Arizone
22
Dayton
14
The Clt•del
6
West Texas
20
Washlnston State
7
V.P.I.
7
Marshell
14
Columbia
0

South and SOuthweat
26
24
23
20
24
20
15
34
2l
31

East Texas
How1rd Payne
North Alabama

Ga~ner-Webb

27
22
30
24

Martin
Presbyteriao
Rendol ph-Macon
Maryville
Bluefield
Mississlp~ Valley
Western aryland
Southern U
Chattanoop
Alabama State
N.W Louisiana

19
22
14
21
27
33
15
38
52
28

Nich II
Monticello
SW Texas
T•rteton
Sewllnee
Sui AO&I
Austin
Wllshlnaton & lee

23

25

Guilto~

Millsaps
Mur~

20
16
21
14
6
7
14
7
6

7

l7
16
14
7
0
20
14
21
7
15
7
7
6
6
0

•

Trinity
Troy .
Virainil UniOj\
West Va . Tech
Western Carolina
Western Kentucky
Wlnston·Salem

Week

1'-KANSAS
17-MISSOURI
11-VANDERBILT
11--FLORIDA

~rtut nsas • Penn

22
26
42
17
27
31
20
21

Wof9o~

P layer of t he

N- Mexico Hl'landa
Delta
St Paul's
Concord
lndl•n• State
Tennessee Tech
Fayetteville
N-beny

St.
16
21
0
13
14
12
17
I

other Qamu- East
Allelheny
Amherst
Boston U
BrtdaePGrt
Central Connecticut
Connecticut
Delaware
Edinboro
Franklin & Marshall
Gettylbura
Hobllrt
lndi1n1 u
Lycomlna
Massachusetts
Middlebury
MlllersviUa
Montclair
Muhlenber&
New Hampshire
Northeastern
Norwich
SllpP8fY Rocl<
Susquehllnnl
Trenton
Trinity
Willllms

31
28
21

v

38
2.4
22
40
42
41
23
21
2.4
21
38
33
17
28
20
24
34
29
20
21
28
20

Other Gamn
Ashland
Bllldwin-Wallace
cameron
Central Colleae, fa .
Central Mlchfpn
Coloredo College
Defiance
E. Central Oklahoma
Eastern Mlchlpn
Evansville
Fems
Franklin
Hillsdale
Illinois St.te
John C.rroll
lakeland
lanaston
Lincoln
Millikin
Missouri Valley
Monmouth
Muskinaum
Nebraska Wesleyan
North Dakota
Northern Iowa
NW Missouri
Omaha
Rolla
SE Missouri
Sterllna
Tllylor
Valp1raiso
Wuhlnaton U
Westminster
Willi am Jewell
Youngstown

23
28
21
21
24
31
20
23
29
22
20
25
28
30
'l7
26
27
21
35
23
27
26
14
31
35
17
22
17
27
15
28
21
23
21
24
31

Wash'ton & Jeff'son
Rochut.er
Bucknell
Cortl1nd
William Pat.rson
Milne
Lehllt1
Lock H1ven
Dickinson
Western Connecticut
Alfred
Clerion
UP$11a
RhOde Island
Hamilton
Bloomsbura
Waaner
Urslnus
Vermont
Sprinafleld
Boston State
Wayna.bura
Delaware V•Hey
Johns Hopkins
Colby
Bowdoin

6
12
14
21
o
7
10
0
6
0
20
20
6
7
6
6
I
10
17
23
7
7
15
17
7
7

Don Clayton
Don Cl-.yton ie player of
th e week. The aeoior
tailback ran for 1M yarde
in 27 carriea a nd o n e
touch down in the ram e
aralnlt Ma r t in. Cl ayton
haa rained over 100 yde. 10
far tbb aeaeon.

Ron Besh ear
Dave Travis
J ohn Wise

INMLI

NORTHWESTERN

MUTUAL

LIFE

• MIL WAUKEE

- Midwest
Fairmont
7
Heidelbera
6
Central Okllhorn•
20
Buen1 Vistl
13
Western Illinois
7
Bethel, Kansas
6
Bluffton
17
NE Oklahoma
15
Northern Michipn
7
DePiuw
13
Northwood
15
St. Jose&:lh's
20
Wayne, Mich.
13
Eastern Illinois
7
Cese Reserve
0
tow1 Wesleyan
7
SE Oklahoma
14
Missouri SOuthern
16
Wheaton
13
Central Methodist
14
Knox
12
otterbein
10
Conco~ia
Neb.
13
North Dllkota State 13
Morningside
6
Central Miuourl
14
Milwaukee
21
NE Missouri
16
SW Missouri
21
Southwestern, Kan. 13
Anderson
12
Wllbaah
19
Ohio Wesleyan
21
Ohio Northern
14
Ottlwa
15
Ball State
30

Good thru
Oct. 21

Dennison-Hunt
1203 Chestnu t

24 Hour
W reeker Service

Other Games - Far West
Boise State
28
Cal Lutheran
2()
Chico State
23
28
Davis
Fullerton
v
20
Idaho Colle&e
Linfield
34
21
••Los Angela•
Mont.na State
31
34
Northern Colorado
33
Pacific Lutheran
28
Riverside
Sllcrlmento
23
S1nt1 Clarl
27
24
Simon Fraser
20
Southern Oreeon
Weber
24
Western Washlnaton 14
Westminster
24
Wlllamette
21
(**Friday

Nevada (Las Vegas) 14
LaVerne
7
San Francisco state 20
Haywa~
o
Northridge
14
Pacific
17
Whitman
0
C.l Poly (Pornona)
14
Idaho State
13
Emporia State
6
LeWis & Clark
0
Redlands
7
Humboldt
21
Puaet Sound
20
Portia nd State
17
Central Washlnaton 14
Northern Arizona
13
Eastern Washlnston 13
Colorado Mines
12
Whitworth
12
pmes)

TABERS
BODY

SHOP
PHONE

753-3134

Welcome Alumni
Homecoming Specials
-----~Denim Jeans~---

FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN

Reduced 2 5 per cent
----JOther Specified ltems~
Reduced

7th and Main

King's Den

Murray Branch

Keep your intereat going a nd growing with us

"The" Sttre for Men
ltiAir Sbppi1g Ct1ter 753-0SSO

Open 9-9
Mon.-Sat.
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Saturday's games ~Ids
key to MSU's outcome
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Sports Editor

Although most coaches will
not admit it, one of the worst
positions to be in in a con·
ference championship chase is
to have only one loss on the
record.
guessing game of your team's
chances which dim and
brighten with opponent's wins
and defeats as the season ticks
steadily away'.
Murray State, with a souring
~6-0 loss to Tennessee Tech
three weeks ago marring its
record, has the dubiou!l honor
of being one game away from
the Ohiu Valley Conference
lead.
And Coach Bill Furgerson
defmitely is not comfortable.
"We are just depending on
everyone else in the race to
help us out," he said Sunday
following MSU's 14·6 win over
University of TennesseeMartin. "Eastern (Kentucky)
and Western Kentucky still
must play, but either way in
that game the result will help
UA.''

Photo by Wll11on Woolley
ROMPING AWAY-Tailback. Don Clayton ie eho~'n duri n1 his 68
yard Jallop dur ln1 the third quarter of the MSU-UTM 1•me. Hie
run , finally ended by the Pacere' (no.40) Gary Gu thrie, 11et u p
MSU'e 10-abead touchdown three playa lat er. The Racere ecooted
to a 14-6 hard·foueht win.

Rutter leads MSU
against West. Ill.
By RAY DALEY
Reporter

Murray State University's
cross country team defeated
Western Illinois by the
narrowest of margins last
Saturday morning, 27-28 at the
Murr.a y Calloway County
Country Club.
Brian Rutter of MSU won
the five-mile race in 24:54,
seven seconds ahead of the
second place runner from
Western
Illinois. Gordy
Benefield was a close third
with a fine 25:17 clocking.
It took Don Willcox's sixth
place finish, however, to clinch
the meet for the Murray
harriers. Willcox ran side by
side with an opposing runner
for most of the race. Losing the
race would have meant defeat
for MSU, but Willcox stepped
out and beat his evenly matched opponent with two
seconds to spare.
Martyn Brewer was eighth in
25:44 with teammate Rod Harvey completing the course in
25:52, good enough for the
ninth
position.
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Perryman were 12th and 16th
respectively.
The MSU cross counuy team
has been training bard in
preparation for the Ohio Valley
Conference
Championship
Meet which will be held this
year at the Murray-Calloway
Country Club on Nov. 2.
The OVC has produced many
of the top college runners in the
nation with this year being no
exception. The competition will
be stiff, but the team appears
optimistic.
"You cannot always predict
what will happen in a meet like
this," said Coach BiiJ Cornell,
alluding to the conference
championship. "Some good
runners may have a bad day
while slower runners may do
exceptionally well."
Their next dual meet will be
against Western Kentucky at
11 a.m. tomorrow, here.

Coach Furgerson admitted
the Hilltoppers "have a darn
good team with PQSSibly a better defense than last season's
NCAA national champion runner-up squad.''
But like others, he noted
WKU has yet to reach the heart
of the OVC since "they have
played only East Tennessee
and Austin Peay."
Austin Peay currently ranks
sixth in the league with a 1-2-0
mark and a 2-3-0 overall campaign. East TenneRSee, mean·
while, is winless with 0-2-0 and
0-5-0 standings.
"That was the shortest first
half I've ever seen," he said
reflecting on the recent UTM
clash. Murray State did not expect the Pacers "to run the type
of offensive that they threw at
us'' a nd this was listed as a
factor for the Racers slow of·
fensive start.
The MSU head coach at·
tributed "an improved, solid effort on defense" aa being instrumental in the game's outcome. "Without our defensive
charts, it's impossible to give
credit to everyone, but Jay
Waddle, Alfred Caldwell,
Robert West, and Eddie
McFarlan had good efforts."
"Don Clayton, of course, had
an outstanding game and
deserves t remendous credit for
his performance of 186 yards
on 27 carries and one touchdown," the coach said.

The coach indicated memFurgerscm did not predict
bers of his staff "were .P leased how the OVC race would jell,
with Steve Martin's record- but he expects tomorrow's
breaking punt of 75 yards, but MSU-MTSU clash and the
he would face stiff competition Western-Tennessee Tech the
against a Middle Tennessee same afternoon to be a deterkicker in his bid for the OVC mining factor.
punting record."
The Golden Eagle.-Hilltopper
MTSU, Murray State's battle will be of interest to
Homecoming foe tomorrow, has Racer fans for other reasons
the nation's leading punter in than the title chase. Tech shutthe form of Mike Shawen, who down MSU's potent offense as
was averaging 46.6 yards per no team had done since 1972,
kick going into last weekend's while Western is allowing a
action.
choking minus 16 yards on the
Another pleasing aspect of ground through four contests.
the Pacer win was the per"It wiU _\;imply depend on
forman<:e of reserve tailback what WKU's offense does
Art Kennedy who entered the against Tech's solid defense
action in the last quarter to and what. the 'Toppers allow
relieve Clayton.
the Golden Eagles to gain
The 5-8, 176 pound junior however they can."
college transfer gathered 44
Kickoff time for the Blue
yards on five carries in his first
Raider-Racer contest. is 2 p.m.
action a11 a Racer.
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ALUMNI...
We're New

come by and
see us!
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Welcome Back Grads!
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Get a front row seat to the best entertainment this
side of Broadway. Your ticket Is one of the fabulous
Sony Entertainers-You'll applaud the faithful sound
reproduction and smart styling of the Sony Entertainers. Every Entertainer will open a whole new world ofmusic, comedy, drama, sports, talk shows. See and
hear the Sony Entertainers today, Today the spotlight
Is on this Sony Entertainer:
TFM-9440W

• FM and AM, with
rich walnut grain
wood cabinet
• Advanced circuitry
for clear reception
• Exceptional tone
quality, with 5"
speaker projecting
full, rich sound
• Continuous tone control and
built-In loudness compensation

HJ'I"SASON'!:"

Chuck's Music Center
25 Years of Service
1411 Main

753-3682
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The Bank of Murray wants to welcome all al.u mni back
and invites them to look at the past and the future.

The New Bank of Murray Building on the Court Square

Bank of Murray
Member F.D.I.C.
Three locations: Downtown Branch, Main, University
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By STEVE W. GIVENS
Sporte Editor

Tomek, Clayton,
Williams,West
picked by OVC

A Western Kentucky quar·
terback and a Morehead State
defensive back were honored by
the Ohio Valley Conference as
"Players of the Week'' for individual achievements during
last week's action.
Dennis Tomek was chosen as
the
offensive
standout
following his completion of 15
passes in 23 attempts for 233
yards against the University of
Dayton during last week's 32·
15 Hilltopper victory.
Meanwhile, Vic Williams
was tabbed on the defensive
side of the line for his 12 in·

dividual tackles, four assists
and t wo deflected passes
against. Austin Peay. Hie efforts
went for a loeing cause as the
Governors earned their first
league win by a slim 17-15
margin.
Two Murray State players,
senior Don Clayton and
sophomore Bob West earned
"Stars of the Week" titlet1.
Clayton, who ranks se<:ond in
league rushing with an 116
yard per game average, moved
for 186 yards in 27 carries
against University ,o f Tenn~·~in.

West in his most impressive
game of the season, thus far,
contributed eight solo tackles

and three uaiate against the
Pacers.
Three schools, Eastern Kentucky, APSU and Middle Ten·
nessee placed three men each
on the selection, while
Morehead State, MSU, and WKU added two each. Tennessee Tech added one man to
the fictious playing squad.
One OVC record was broken
by the Hilltoppera against the
Flyers last Saturday as WKU
held Dayton to a minus 77
yards rushing. The old mark
was a minus 63 set in 1971
when Morehead State contained Austin Peay.

Middle Tennessee hopes to avenge 1931 loss
By IRA D. KING
Reporter

In 1931 the Racers played
their first Homecoming game
with
Middle
Tennessee
Teachers College and won 13-7.
In the 1948 Homecoming they
met again and the Racers were
again victorious with the scores
26-12. Since then the tides have
changed.
In five homecoming encounters since then Middle
Tenne~see has been the winner.

The scores were: in 1955, 33·
28; 1957, 22-0; 1961, 27-18;
1961, 14-7; and in 1965, 28-24.
Tomorrow after nine years,
Murray and Middle Tennessee
will again meet on the gridiron
for a Homecoming game, the
42nd, and the eighth meeting of
these two teams.

each other for several years
and at the time of the game
were both young members of
the lCAA (Inter Collegiate
Athletic Association).
In other than Homecoming
competition, the Racers were

victorious in 1971 with 24-15,
but the next two year&, 14·13
Besides being the Racers and 17-14, respectively.
The Racers' Homecoming
most frequent opponent, the
Blue Raiders are also one of record has been in the past, at
the oldest. At the 1931 game best, fair. Out of a total 41
the teams had been playing games since 1931 there have
been 22 wins, 18 losses and one
tie game.

Clayton----(Continued from paare 9A)

football three downs later when
deepback Bruce Walker in·
tercepted a Pacer pass on the
MSU 25. Kennedy then picked
up four yards before breaking
loose with a 27-yard gallop to
the UTM 44 when the born
sounded.
Tempers which had built up
throughout the defensive game
then flared as shoving matches
developed into the early stages
of a brawl which eventually involved both benches and
covered the playing field before
order was restored. No injuries
were reported and both teams
left the field after handshaking.
Clayton was by far the most
effective rusher for the game
with hia 27 attempts for 186
yards and one score. He was
followed by Kennedy's 44 yards
in five carries and fullback B.
F. Behrendt's 11 yards on
seven carries.
A Murray State record was
broken in the early portion of
the third quarter when Martin
boomed a punt 75 yards. The
old Racer record set m 1970
was 73 yards against Western
Kentucky held by Chuck Cantrell.
Martin averaged 44.7 yards
on six boots in the contest for a
total 268 yards. Valdes meanwhlle kicked six timeR f,..~ n•"
yards and a 41 yard average.
Pandolfi finished with six
completions against 15 attempts and one interception for
45 yards.
The four UTM quarterbacks bit on five of eight for
77 yards and a single inter~ption.

It was the big senior
tailback's best solo effort of the
year and gave him a 581 yard
total for the season through

The UD T will ho l d
its reg ul ar l y sched ul ed m ee t ing at
!2:3 0p. m. M -W -F

Statistically, Murray made
11 first downs to 12 made by
five games and 139 rushing at· the visitors. The Racers attempts. He is averaging 4.2 tempted 21 passes, completed
yards per carry.
12, and intercepted 4. Middle
Brown lead the Pacers with Tennessee attempted 14 passes,
his 92 yards on 25 attempts completed 6, and intercepted 3.
from his quarterback position.
Quarterback Ronnie Phillips
MSU rolled to 277 yards completed 28 of 67 pa11ses for
total offense, while the Pacers 587 yards and Bub Holt com·
managed 219. Each team lost a pleted 16 of 36 for 304 yards.
fumble and MSU was penalized Don Heine was the team's
45 yards, while the Pacers lost leading receiver with 20 catehes
for 376 yard11.
57 yards via penalties.
Murray State now 4-1·0
overall and 1·1·0 in the league
entertains OVC foe Middle
Tennessee tomorrow in the annual Homecoming game at Roy
Stewart Stadium scheduled to
start at 2 p.m. Although the
Blue Raiders appear to be out
of form compared to most
seasons with a 2-3-0 oferall
slate and a 1-1-0 league mark,
they are expected to give the
Racers a battle to avoid com·
plete elimination from the title
chase.
MURRAY STATEO 0 7 7-14
UTM
0 6 o Q•• 6

At half time, these same boys
showed their enthusiasm by
buryingthe Tennessee team in
mid-field. The burial consisted
of CR!Iket, song. and prayer.
In the pre-game show,
Murray's band, "decked out"
in their new dress uniforms,

Provides full scholarship for Jr. and Sr. years... tuition,
books, educational fees. Plus... $1 00 a month living
expenses.
To qualify, you must have comp leted one semester each
of calculus and physics, or 2 semesters of calculus, and
have a B· average or better.
Depending on how you do, you'll be interviewed during
your senior year for the Nuclear Program and t raining as
a Naval Nuclear Officer.
If you qualify, you can anticipate 5 years, or a lifetime
career if you desire, as a regular Naval Officer, and a
chance to really be Someone Special.

Sec D ary lR oo t i n t h e BclA irc Sh o pp in g
Ccn te r o r ca ll to ll fre e 800- 29 2-S S9 0 ,
ask fo r O ff i c er Program s.

drums, and watever could
make a noise.
Mt:NI ' 'WOMENI

.1088 ON SHIPS: No eapulnu
uqulre<l. Euelleoc ,..,. WDI'!dwlde
travel. P. .fe~ ouaol'Ur job or c••••• ·
8a11d $8.00 Cor lllformalloll. HEAFAX,
DepL H· l l P.O. Boa J04t, l'orl Aaael..,
WaaloiDctOD euet.

In Concert

The Righteous Brother s
Dave Loggins
Saturday, October 19-6:30 p.m.
Tick ets: $6.00 - Reserved Chair
$5.50 - Res er ved Bleach er
$5.00

~

Blea cher

On Sal e in t he Sub and
at Mama Natures
MSU Fieldhouse

I

EARN UP TO 1 1200 a 1cbool
yea r hangin1 poelera on cam·
pu1 in 1pare time. Sent name,
addr e11, phone imd echool to: ,
Coordinator of Camp u1 I
Repre•eotatlve•, P.O. Box
1384, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106

New Scholarship
Helps You Become
Leader in
Nuclear Energy Field

marched on ' the field into a
"MSTC" formation, and
played for the first time "The
March of the Thoroughbreds;·
The freshmen took the spirit
honors of the day by marching
onto the field leading a cow at
the head of a large "band"
composed of horns, buckets,

j

Sigma Chi
Would like to Welcome
All our Alumni and Invite
Them to:
Alumni Party at
Dr. Chad St ewart's House
1207 Dogwood Dr. E .
7:30 p.m., Friday
Break fas t
Mu r ray Women's Club House
Vine St.
7:45 a.m., Saturday
House P arty
103 N. 14th
After Breakfast
Dan ce
Bunny Club
Paducah
8:00 p.m. Sa t urday

,

. ..

..........
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Take it away!
MSU quarterback Tom Pandolfi
bande olf to fullback B. F.
Behrendt during tut Saturday'•
Racer-Pacer claeb. Tbe Racer
eenior field general completed
only elx of 15 pa..ea for 45 yarda
•1alnet a atrong Pacer ruab. He
led the leatp~e in paulng with a
.580 completion averaee going
Into tbe conteal..

Who would have ever
thought of taking a piece of
cow-bide and stuffing it and
then sewing it up into what's
known today as a baseball?
And then of all things, for
someone to get on a hill and try
to throw that piece of cow
acr088 a five-sided figure called
the plate. If the ball travels an
inch to the left or an inch to the
right and even if it's a little
high or low it doesn't count. It
has to be down the middle.
That's called a strike.
A man then steps inside this
box next to the plate while the
other man on the hill seems to
be looking down his throat and
getting ready to throw the ball
at him.
The batter smoot.hly shuffies
the dirt around with his feet
and. then sudden ly starte
kicking his foot in the ground
like a bull would do before
charging a matador. That's
called diggin' in.
He holds a piece of wood
in his banda that's big at the
top and thin at the bottom
and then stares at the pitcher with a grim expression
u if to say, "Juet try to get it
past me."

The pitcher very calmly
struts around the mound, picks
up a handful of dirt and then
throws it to the ground from
where it. had just come. Next,
he tips his cap, tW"ns his head
and spits, and then glares at
the batter with a look of atone.
After shaking his head a
couple of times, he then see·
saws back on one foot while the
other foot is up to his nose and
then tilts forward, unleashing
the ball at a rate of 75-100
miles per hoW".
This explains the batter·
pitcher relationship in the
game of baseball. Of course,
there are some who thing the
game is boring because some
pitchers seldom throw strikes
and then some batters seldom
hit strikes.
And that is a good point. In
most sports all of the players
are moving but in baseball it's
different. It's the pitcher and
batter that make or break the
game. The other players are
scattered across the field in a
crouched-down position ready
for anything to happen.
If you've ever attended a litUe league game you know that
it sound!! like a bunch of

Lady Racers win own meet
By MIKE FINCH
Sporta Writer

Although women's track
coach Margaret Simmons may
not vet be in the prediction
leag~c of Jimmy the Greek,
Tom Harmon, Dr. Litkenhous
of other profes!liunal pickers,
it's difficult to put down her
ptm:en tag e . Presently she
stands 1-0.

'Breds
(Continued from page 9A)

With Murray leading 2-1 in
the third inning, Jack Perconte
hit what proved to be the win·
ning RBI in the fifth inning.
Steuber bad ripped a one-out
single before Perconte blasted
his two-run double.
Western tried to generate a
rallv in the last frame but fell
one' run short before Wurth ended the game with his brilliant
fielding.
Oliver was the winning pitcher for Murray as he allowed
only s1x hits and didn't walk
anyone.
Reagan said, "I' ve been
pleasantly surprised with this
year'~ team. We've just come
off one championship and here
they are stil1 hungry. I wish I
knew what caused them to play
the way they did Friday."
In any case, it'R been a morethan-successful season and as
someone said to Regan the
other day, "Ho·hum, another
trophy."
Another person replied, "It's
another year isn't it."

Two weeks ago the Racerettes opened their cross-country
schedule dropping their first
meet to Southern Illinois
University, 29-27. In an interview following the meet
Coach Simmons said, "Wait. till
next week. We'll beat them
(SIU) in our Racer Run."
Well, the Lady Racer!'! kept
their score of 29 in the Racer
Run, but this time SIU
finished
15
points
behind at 44. And, to add a
little icing to the cake, the
women also defeated the
University of Kentucky, 73, and
Western Illinois University, 9:J,
to claim the championship of
the first annual Racer Run.
Pacing the MSU team for the
second time in as many attempts was freshman Lissa
Moore, running only one
second off the winning time of
12:04. Jean Only, SIU, was
winner of the meet while teammate Anne' McRae, who won
SIU's meet, two weeks earlier
finished third behind Moore.
"The girls ran a lot better
this week," commented the
coach. "We ran a 2.5 mile
coun~e which helped us. We're
u.'!ed to that distance."
Another help, the Racer
coach pointed out, was that
Kathy Schafer, who was unable
to make the SIU trip, picked up
n 6th place finish in the Racer
Run. Her sister Carol finished
4th for Murray.
Other Murray finishers were
Camille Baker, Jewel Hayes
and Lee Reed, finishing eighth
ninth and 1Oth respectively.

Nan Grant placed 13th to
round out the Racer effort.
The women's next mePl will
be Nov. 9 when they will compete in the ,Tennesseec cro~>..'i·
country championships for
women.

Halftime event

to honor 1954
football squad
The 1954 MW"ray State foot·
ball team, which won five
games and lost four and
finished third in the Ohio
Valley Conference, will be
honored at Murray State'!l
Homecoming Saturday.
The Racers that year beat
Louisville 33-13, Tennessee
Tech 19-12, Morehead 24-16,
Austin Peny 44-0, and Western
Kentucky 19-0. They lost to
OVC champion Eastern Ken·
tucky, Memphis State, Florence
State, and Middle Tennessee.

foreigners talking in eight different languages. It goes
something like this: "H-u-u-uh
baae. You cun dolt. Rock
hard babe, Fire dat ole apple
in there. You gottlm. Battabatta-batta-batta-yoooooooo
oood better swing."
And then these umpires
behind the plate who wear the
black suits and beanie caps
could almost scare these
youngsters out of the batter's
box by the sound of their
voices. Some have the deep
gruff voice
that says,
'SSSTRRRIIIIKE',
while
others have high-pitched voice
that says, 'steeeeeerike'. Still
there are a few who uve their
vocal cords by simply extending

Murrayrounded out the fall
season with an unhlemished
6·0. record and
c.ainched
the
Ohio Valley
Con
ference· western division fall
title for the ,;ecund straight
year.
So, th ,u,h the major portion
of the seuon is yet to come in
the spring, we thought.it appropriate to say,· 'hats ofr to
coach Johnny Reagan and his
team on a successful fall
H-u·u-h babe yuu .did it!

For your convenience pre-game
Luncheon Buffet 11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Dining Room Open 6 a.m.-10 p.m.

ontgomery Ward

CATALOG
AGENCY

753-1966 ~CHESTNUT STREET

:-\1\ ~.;1~~ -~I~

--

TAKE YOUR CHOICE
$8.88 each OR 2 for $15.88
Automatic Percolator
Steam & Dry Iron
Electric Can Opener

Nt:''" unifomh We'rc work·
ing on a whole Ill!\\" unifl>rlll
•
war,lrobc. mdudi n~: some dung>
you can w~'3r ngh1 now A black
fclr beret, white shin. glm·o and
s..-m1. Smart p;\tent lcatlx·r,

lm,··h~-cll!d sh(><'' •clut<h hanJI:-a~.
.ami a mmchmg nmhdluand

rainw at

If you'd hk.:- to know more

Boots& Shoes For Any Activity Under The Sun

about what's new m today'~ Army.
'i('\' your nearest r\rmv Rcpr...oscma·

Olympic Plaza, Murrav
Hours 9 to 9 .... 1 to 6 Sun.

t i\'C

20 Styles of Casual/Dress
COMPLETE BOOTS & SHOES COMPLETE
WESTERN
1/2 PRICE
SHOE
REpAIR

2-Siice
Toaster

· \Vhat'snew for women
in todavs Army?

Co-captains of the '54 team
were Donald Harvey, Ben
Chamness, Bub Holt, and Carl
Walker. Fred FaW"ot was head
coach and Jim Cullivan and
Bill Furgerson were assistants.
Walker and Jack "Sugar"
Cain were leading scorers on
the team with 36 points each.
Walker led in rushing with 596
yards and 92 carries for an
average of 6.4. Cain had 347
yards in 46 rushes for an
~veral(e of 7.5.

"Boote and ehoee for t>very acthity under the sun"

~tate.

Welcome
Homecoming Alumni and Students

~®If
liD <Q)IID.S>~
i[ooy·s o SHOEj

ST0RE

the arm out and in.
A person would think that
the enthusiasm would die down
when these players reach the
college level but that is not the
case, at least not at Murray

10day's Am-.y

lLT D.E. Walker
WAC Recruiting Officer
Baker Building, Room 703
110 21st Avenue South
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
Telephone: (815) 749-5892

·.

..

Violence is an accepted part
of footbaU, whether on the little league field, the college
IJ'idiron or the prof. .ional
turf.
Referees, judges and umpirea control the action in the
sport regardless of the conference or the age of the participants. Sometimes their
judgements may be in error,
but the majority of the whiatle
toots are the result of the experience and wisdom of triple
the amount of games the
average fan has viewed.
Regardless of the individual
position one takes on the incident which occurred on the
last play of Saturday's MSUUniveraity of Tenne11see-Martin
clash the fact should be obvious
that the results reach beyond
the stadium.
'It was more than a scrap.
For instance two Racers,
Doug Sanders and Chuck
Wempe, reportedly have
sustained injuries serious
enoueh to keep them out for
the rest of the seaeon.
Then, Racer head coach,
Blll Fergereon, attempted to
11eparate some of the
~1ghtera 1 and received two
badly ct ackecl ribs.
Regardless of where the
finger points, the fact remaina
that a tightly officiated game
would be better than one which
allows cheap s hots and late

fortaaately, had the cleanMt
record in the paet for ll'rine
up to theee etandarda.

rel,tively smaU-school Gulf
South Conference.

Laat year, when the Racers
met the Pacers in Martin, a
brawl erupted in the third
quarter which luted for 16 minutes and involved both ben·
ches. MSU was fortunate to
post a 21-10 win, and not lose a
starting player.

to JO on our contract with

Coach Furgerson indicated
that " they (UTM) had similar
scrape in the paat, including
one recently againat some of
their conference foes. " The
Pacers compete in the

UTM and don't Me any plana
for
discontlnuine
the
aeriea," Coach Fureeraon
aaid when aaked if it waa the
laet Racer-Pacer conteet.
When contacted, Athletic
Director Cal Luther replied,
"We have diacuued the in·
cident with UTM officials and
they indicated they were very
regretful of their players' actiona."
..We have no plana to
diacontinue playing the
Pacen as they are cloae
rival• and we have played
them for such a period of
time that an intereat bas
built In the annual contest,"
be said.
"Situations such as the one
Saturday night always exist on
the field in many sports, particularly in ones with heavy
contact and strong emotiona."
One must understand football games represent capital
and profit for institutions involved. Chancee of cancelling a
long-term contract, then, would
be slim unlesa either of the
s chools
involved
was
overloaded with athletic funds,
which neither MSU nor UTM

ruts.

Bec:au~

only then, if the
calla are actuallv fair and
honest , will two good teams
play to the best of their abilities
with tht' best of results totaling
for the superior squad.
UTM
has
not,
un-

"We have a couple of yean

It's to be
contact Chattanooca and MSU p~
between football players ia not a football game wu in 1!U6.
the iaaue in question. Rather,
should we choose to continue
Seldom does this column feel
ignoring incidents like the
UTM scrap and play the teams the need to eritically evaluate
the state's larpat newapaper,
with the queationable game
but this time the writer feela be
reputations?
bas both the foundation and
Or should we move to difthe need.
ferent directions and fmd a
fmt rate opponent whose peat
we respect, and akilla'we'd like
Tom Patterson's article of
to defeat.
Anyway ...nest
year'a Saturday, October 12, men·
round between the Racera tioned three times the fictitious
and the Paeera ta scheduled UTC-Racer same while Murray
played UT-Martin. quite some
for Martin, Tenn.
distance from extreme eastern
Tenneeaee.
In case the Courier-Journal
At least we see that others
ia interested, the last time the make errors, even the CourierUniversity of Tennessee- Journal.

OVC Standings
Leaeue

Coach Bill Furgerson

But we wonder how much
trust we ahou1d put on luck.
So far, Murray State has
only auffered leg, hand and
rib wounda.

3-1-0

3-0-0
2-0-0
1-0-0

Eastern Kentucky
Western Kentucky
Tennesaee Tech
Middle Tenneaaee
Murray State
Austin Peay
East Tennessee
Morehead State

4-0-0

3-2-0
2-3-0

1-0-0
1-1-0

UTM

4-1-0

1-2-0
8-2-0

2-3-6

0-3-0

1-4-0

Murray State

are.

Overall

o-~o

14
I

Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee

21
17

Auatin Peay
Morehead State

17
11

Western Kentucky
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cnlendru of events
TODAY

First half.semester courses end.
Basketball Preview: Murray State's new coach, Fred Overton
will present his 1974-75 basketball Racers as they go through a
spirited practice session in the Fieldhouse. 4 p.m. No charge.
American party candidate for United States Senator from
Kentucky, W.E. Parker, will speak on campus in the Waterfield
Student Union Bldg. at 2:30 p.m. on key campaign issues and
will answer questions.

SATURDAY, OCT. 19
ACT 'fest: Room 208, Faculty HaU. 8 a.m.
Test of English as a foreign language. Place to be announced.
8:30 a.m. For additional information, contact Dr. John W.
Ferguson , chairman, department of foreign languages.
Telephone 767-2501.

SUNDAY, OCT. 20
Soccer: Murray State vs University of Alabama at Huntsville. 2 p.m. Cutchin Field.
Photo by Sam Smith

MONDAY, OCT. 21
Mid.Semester: Mid·Semester grades due in Registrar's Of.
fice.
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JUNIOR VARSITY CHEERLEADERS for the
1976 basketball season are (kneelinr) Melody
Coomee, Owensboro; (etanding from le(l to
rieht) Terry Reed, a sophomore from Fulton,
•poneor: Neta Teeters, Wickliffe; Ronald
Hollowell, Princeton; Danna LaRue, Salem;
Bobby fo'reeman, Benton; and Juana Stockdale,
Hazel, Chosen for appearance, gymnastics,

fi'OUP and individual cheere, the junior variaty
cheerleader• were judged by Kent Smith,

Fulton, and Phillipa Glore, Paducah, represen·
tine the etudent body; Dr. Mary Smith, phyeical
education and recreation department, Dr. and
Mn. Bennett, vanity cheerleader sponsore and
Terry Rt"ed, junior varsity sponsor.

BEOG expanded this year;
sophomores now included
l!:ligibility • for
Basic cording lo Johnny McDougal,
r;ducational
Opportunity director of student financial
Grant::; (BEOG) has been , aid, a total of 165 Murray State
brandt-ned this year to include University otudentR received
both freshman and sophomore $37,2U in the 197:1-74 school
student.q, These non·repayablc year. He cstimat.es that over
awards are ba.sed on financial 350 students will receive in exneed nnd can provide students cess of $150,000 for the ]974-75
from $50 to $1,050 for the 1974· school year.
75 school year.
Eligibility for the BEOG
The BEOG program was program is determined by a
.started in 1973 and was federal formula that measures
available only ~ fre:shmen . Ac· the ability of tHe student and

his family to meet the
t>ducational expenses. This formula is applied to all student!!
throughout Lhe United States.
Even' though other types of
financial aid may have been
requested and received, all
freshmen and sophomores are
encouraged to complete BEOG
applications. Full information
and applications are available
in the Student Financial Aid
office.

.

HAMBURGE·R
THE INFLATION FIGHTER
WELCOME
HOME
ALUMNI

Visit Our Miniature Golf Course
120 1 Chestnut

OPEN 9 AM Til Midnight 7 DAYS

753-1314
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Tenure questions dominate
first convocation of the year
By TIM MARLER
Special Writer

Tenure for faculty members
jumped to the fore as
the
first question of this year's first
'student convocation witn
President Constantine W.
Curris, and s tayed there.
Dr. Curris was confronted
from the onset by students
asking questions on every facet
of tenure, while questions
about renovation of the Clara
M . Eagle Art Gallery and
related problems were skimmed
over rather lightly.

" Why has th e west side of the str eet next to
the Ad ministration Bldg.becn changed from its
unmarked status of last semester to facultystaff t his time around ? With F&S zones
surrounding every bu ilding on campus,
could n't ther e be one area for students to park
who h ave business in the build ing?
The west side of 15th Street, next to the Administration Bldg. was changed from unmarked
parking to faculty and staff because, as Orman Price
of the security office explains, the land is owned by
the University, but up until this year the parking
was used by public businesses and was left unmarked. Now, the businesses are gone and the area
is left for University use. Since it is so close to the
Administration Bldg. and the people who work in
the Administration Bldg. need the parking,Security
labeled it F&S.
Often when I arrive at the Thoroughbred
Room, nearly passing out from. hunger, I seem
to miss the steam tables a nd regular meals.
J ust. what time of day are the stea m tables in
operation, and when will I have to make time
to eat if I am to eat regular plate lunches?
The Thoroughbred Room, open until midnight
seven days a week, serves two meals from the s team
tables. These meal!1 are available from 10:30 a.m.
through 1:15 p.m. for lunch and from 4:30 through 6
p.m. for dinner.
Column a is a n attem pt o n the part of the
Murray State News to help handle problema
arising on campus becau ae of lack of in·
formation and r ed tape wh ich might be cu t.
Inquiries a nd problems are welcom ed fro m
students and faculty and those most interesting or of general int ereat will be printed
along with whatever the News can discover
about the question. All letters must be signed,
a lthough names wilJ be withheld and it is
regretted t hat letters cannot be answered personally. All inquiries will r each the News at P.
0 . Box 2609 Univer sity Station, or may be dropped by Room 111 Wilson Hall.

When asked what was b:.!ing
done to reopen the art gallery,
Dr. Curris replied that the ad·
ministration felt the hiring of a
security guard was not a
solution at this time. "A guard
costs money, and thh~ money
would not be a productive expenditure. Even with a security
guard thefts still occur," said
Dr. Curris.
He noted that the possibility
of renovating the gallery, using
one large expenditure, is being
considered at this time. This
renovation
would make

Terry's jazz trum.pet
to be halftime feature

Half·time activities for the
42nd annual Homecoming
weekend at Murray State
University will be packed with
action centering around Clark
Terry, jazz trumpeter , the Hair
Bear Bunch cartoon characters
and the MSU Marching
Thoroughbred Band.
Playing as back-up band for
both
Terry
and
the
Homecoming Queen crowning
ceremonies, the Thoroughbreds
will be performing the musical
selections of " A Train," "C
Jam Blues " and " Spring
Really Hangs You Up the
Most."
Starring with the MSU Band
in their performances are the
majorettes and flat bearers. '
Holding those positions for this
year are majorettes Kathy
Plunkett, captain, Poplar Bluff,
Mo.; Vicki Carmack: Benton;
Becky Elliott, Carmi, Ill.; Julia
Fields, Gilbertsville; Robin
Gilman, Flat River Mo. ; Gaye
Miller, Murray; Karen Miller,
Henderson; and Diane Stevenson, Franklin.
Flag bearers are Vicki Riggs,
captain, Owensboro; Karol
Caulman and Jane Syers,

Sturgis; Jincy Cantebury, Crofton; Susan Carter, Fern Creek;
Linda Casey and M arsha
Rudolph, Paducah ; Susan
Feemer, Metropolis, Ill.; Joyce
Feibleman, Ft. Pierce, Fla.~
Jeryl Fisher, Henderson ; Ann
Hale, Louisville; Marett a Mattingly and Tina Mattingly, Jeffersontown; Kim Mayo, Milan,
Tenn.; Lila Todd, Greenville
and Sheila White, S pring
Grove, Pa.

changes in the gallery which
would allow free access and, at
the t~ame time, make it more
secure from theft.
Dr. Curris began the
discussion of tenure with an explanation of the tenure
situation as it now stands and
the background information
leading up to the present
situation.
The movement of the faculty
organization to censure Dr.
Curris and his administration
was described by Dr. Curris as
" a s lap in the face'' and
"something that I don't par- .
ticularly relish/' In terms of
the effect on the university,
Curris said, "People will know
we're here. This publicity is the
silver lining to the cloud,
however, I wish the publicity
were more favorable.''
"Some people feel that the
Ame rican Association of
University Professors (AAUP)
should censure the University. I
don't want Murray State censured, but if we are, we join the
ranks of Cornell University,
Univers ity of Florida, and
other ... which aren't bad com·
pany for Murray State University,'' Dr. Curris said.

The
20mpg
luxury car.

Special
Snack-BoX
2 pieces Chicken

Roll
Potatoes-n-Gravy
Monday and Tuesday Only

99¢
Ktatuek., fried ChiektK®
111 3 Sycamore
Phone 753-7101

Introducing the 1974
Volkswagen 412 covered by Owner's Security Blanket.
Before the energy crisis hit
home, the Volkswagen 41 2 was
right.
N ow it's more right than ever.
W ith the nation's big gas guzzlers in disfavor, the VW 412
ma y be one of the few luxury
cars still around.
(Only the fittest shall survive,
soid you-know-who.)
For II gets o good 20 miles
' the

107~ Vco'hwogco ~12 4

P.O E

local

fO,.• t

tmd

per gallon.
How's that for a luxury cor
that still treatsyou to the comfort
of plush seats, elegant carpeting
and spacious room?
Fact is, it's the o nly luxury c."ar
with its combination of features,
standa rd eq uipment, for o nly

$4 100.*
Truly, the VW 412 is o luxury
co r w hose time has come.

Oc>c>t S.c!oto wo;e•ted roto.l Ptit•.
choro-t if on,, o:J:::f.HottOI

Ofher

e vo,asw•O.tl'f0' otMl•t;a. '"'e•

Carroll
Volkswagen INC •
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Campus landmark
First.prints of Wrather Hall

att~ilable

E ditor'• llo&e: The followillr
atory fa aaedJted coapUathtll of
work by Dr. L •.J. Ror ti ll,
Profea~r Eme rilua or Murray
State U a lve raity, alld DwaJa
Mdlltoah, or the MSU omee of
lafol'mation a nd Publle Ser'ricea.

Prin ts of a drawing of
Wrather Hall, a campus land ·
mark, will be made available
for the first time ton ight at the
Alumni Aasociation' a banquet.
Five hundred of the numbered prints are to be given to
the original donors. The
remaining •.500 unnumbered
limited ed ition_ prints will be
available through the Alumni
Association for a contribution
of S5 or more to any· Alumni
Scholarship program.
The original line ink-wash
drawing by artist James W.
Harris depicts a structure that
represents a half century of
herit~ge. Wrather wa~ the first
building erected on the campus
after Murray State Normal
School was founded in 1922
and was completed. occupied
and dedicated in 1924.
Harris, rapidly gaining wide
recognition aR an artist of
structures and a Murrav State
alumnus. has done ~everal
limited editions throughout the
state.
"Murray State' s campu11 and
it!! people have a sptcial
meaning tv me," HarriA said,
"and I was honored and excited when commi11sioned by
the Alumm Association to capture the beauty and heritage of
this magnificent structure in
my art. work. I only hope that
those receaving the print will
enjoy looking at it as much as I
have enjoyed preparing at."
The original of the drawing
along with a romance sheet by
Dr. L. J. Hortin, retired chair·
man of the journalism depart·
ment, was put on display in the
University Library Thursday,
Oct. 10, and will remain on
exhibit this weekend. Print&
will also be on display in each
of ' the downtown bank!' .
Donors of the $117,000 used
to build Wrather Hall will be
.honored at the banquet.
Mancil Vinson, diredor of
alumni affairs at Murray Stat~.
said that individual invitations
would be impossible to send to
descendents of the original

James W. Harris a t work
1,352 contributors who have
been urged to make their reservations 1>o that they, too, may
be recognized.
The building, which served
as the Administration Bldg. as
the campu~; grew, was nnmed
Wrather Hall in 1966 in honor
of the late M.O. Wrather, who
was executive vice president of
the University at the time ofhiA
death in 1970.
The drive for the new school
was led by Murray State's
founder and second president,
Dr. Rainey T. Wells.
VinRon, said the Wrather
Hall prints will serve to
preserve an important building
in art, t.o promote Wrather Hall
as a regional museum and to
preseqt ''a meanmgful gift" to
contributors to th~ Alumni
Associat.ou Scholarship fundfl
and on special occasions such
as the dinner for the charter
donors.
A memorial tribute ·will be
•paid at the Homecoming dinner
to Gilbert Graves who lost his
life while playing football fol-' '
M~ray ~tate Normal Schoo.l in• •
1924. Wtth Pn:stdent ~mentus
H~rJ)' , M.. SparkH ~res1dang, a
plaque wall be dedal'ated at :.1
p.m. Oct. 18 at Roy Stewart
Stadium in me~ory . of young
Graves. Also an hat! honor,

at Alumni banquet

servanoes in 1975-76.
Historiana recall it wu 50
years ago-- 1924--when the
"Normal School Building'' was
constructed . A bronze plaque in
the hall Hats the names of the
Normal Sch ool Commisaion
and t he date of its con·
s tructio n :
" 192 4
--This
Build ing Erected by t h e
Citizens of Calloway County
Under the Supervision of the
Normal School Commission. .
.Edwa rd C. O' Rear, Chm., Earl
W. Senff, SeeyThos. A Combs,
Alex Barrett, W. S. Wallen, J .
L. Harman, A. Peter, S. Good paster . Forbes Mfg. Co. J oseph
& Joseph Archit.ects."
Murray State Normal School
on Sept. 24, 1923, opened its
doors in the Murray High
School with Dr . J ohn Wesley
Carr as first president.
The old Normal School Bldg.
has been the heart of Murray
State for ha lf a century.
Chapel, pep sessions, memorial
services, debates, conventions,
Christmas programs and plays
have h£>en held here. Four of
Murray State's presidents have
had their offices in Wrather
Hall: Dr. John \\', Carr, Dr.
Hainey T. Wells. Dr. James H.
Richmond and Dr. Ralph H.
Wnods.
In the early day!$, all
academic offices and activities
were in thi$ hallowed structure-laboratories, registrar's offices,
~ea n'jj quarters, classroom,
"The College News," post office, tiookstore and administrative operations.
The Murray "SH I ELD,"

Gilbert Graves Memonal
Drtve, from Chestnut to High.i
way 121 and circling through
the stadium complex will be
memorialized.
Honor guests at the plaque
cledkation and at the alumni
dinner will be: Mis$ Margaret.
Graves and Mrs. ;Mildred
Hagan, sister~ of Gilbert
Graves; and the surviving
members of tht: foothall team
with ~hom Graves was playing
at the time of his fatal accident.
The principal speaker at. the
banquet. will be Dr. Adron
Doran, president of Morehead
State University and an alumnus of Murray State. The title
of his address ..-ill be, "Expansion of KeJ1tUcky Higher
Education--A . Bi-Centennial " ~.
Tribute."
University and townspeople'
have initiated a movement.
seeking restoration
and •
renovation of the old "Normal
&·hocil Bldg." now known as
Wrather Hall, as a histurical
building, museum or Heritage
Home.
"Murray State Presadent Constantine Curris is directing the
project with the hope that
funds may be S8l.'Ured from
!!tate and federal !!Ources as a
part of the Kentucky and
national Bi-Centennial ob·

with its three stara from the
Scottish House of Murray coatof-anna, adorn& the entrance of
this Calloway-built edifice.
Dr. Rainey T. Wella, founder
of the school and second
president, led the drive for the
funds a nd d ir ect ed the
legislative
s tra t egy
in
establishing Murray State Normal School.
Documents were submitted
to the Normal School Commission in support of Mu rray's
desire to h ave t he sch ool
located here. There were 1,352
con tributors in the beginning.
The average contribution was
$82.10. The largest was $2,500.
There were 632 contributors in
the city, 710 in the county and
10 outside the county (con·
tributing less than $500).
On March 8, 1922, Gov. Edwin P. Morrow signed the bill
authorizing two normal schools
in the Commonwealth. Murray
and Moreht>ad were the two
new "Normal Schools." Vinson
has commented that it was
especially fitting that Dr.
Adron Doran wm be the
featured speaker at theHomecoming banquet, since he
has been an important part of
both in:-;titutions for many
years.
On Sept. l, 1922, in .Judge
O'Rear's office in Frankfort,
the Commissioh chose Murray
as the site of the normal Achool
(of the western part of the
.~;tate. 'J'he ''Houston-Wells"
site was selected fn,rn the five
possible sites as the best
available.
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Murray's newest Jeweler
is your exclusive
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We are now taking orders
for our beautiful
Homecoming Mum Corsages

Shirley's
Florist

& Garden Center

753·8944

Diamond and
Wedding Band Center.
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Bel Aire Center
Open late Friday and Saturday
Sunday 1:00-5:00 p.m.

502 N. 4th

Go Racers Beat Middle
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ADPi 500
The annual Alpha Delta Pi
500 war. held Oct. 9 in the old
!IOCcer field.
According to Alisa Dukes,
chairman of the event, there
were more participants this
year than ever before. Also, this
was the (irst year for dormitories to enter.
In the fraternity division
Alpha Tau Omega won the
events trophy and Alpha
Gamma Rho was awarded the
spirit trophy.

Richmond Hall captured top
honors in the dormitory
division winning both the
events trophy and the spirit
trophy.
Ray Allen, Clinton, was
selected Mr. ADPi 500. He
represented Sigma · Pi fraternity. The judging was based on
overall looks and physique.
Judges for the 500 were Dr.
Don Bennett, Dr. Gene Garfield, Ron Mitchell and Bill
Wells.

\

Photography by Dwight Borum

7 Days a week
8 am tll12 pm
Prices good through October 22
We reserve the right to limit

BIG

HYDE PARK
CRADE A LARCE

EGGS
68C doz. ~

4

COKES

69C

32 oz. Bottles
Limit 4 with $7. 50 additional purchase 5 lba. or •er•
excludlnt tobacco & dairy products

VAN CAMP GRATED

TUNA
8 1/ 2 IZ.

Cll3 9c

01.

CASH POT
This W11k WI•

39C

lb
·

WIENERS
49c oz.,,• .
12

WILLIAMS

PORK SAUSAGE

89C

HEINZ

20 oz. Bottle

$400

99c

KETCHUP

68C

KREY'S "HOSTESS LABEL"

HYDE PARK

SALAD DRESSING

GROUND BEEF

RED

POTATOES
10 lb. Bag

79C

lb .

FRONTIER

BACON
79C "
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Righteous Brothers, Loggins
show old, new at Homecoming
By DEBBIE WEST
Gueet Writer
Mix a bit of nostalgia with
a dash of contemporary, add a
pinch of country sound and a
little jazz and soul, and what
do you have? The Righteous
Brothers and Dave Loggins, the
headlining acts for the 1974
Homecoming concert.
The Righteous Brothers are
a well-known talent that have
recently made a comeback with
the tune "Rock 'n' Roll
Heaven." However, they are
not simply a nostalgia act.
With composers such as Barry
Mann, Stevie Wonder, and
Lambert and Potter writing
music for them, Billy Medley
and Bobby Hatfield expect to
develop new successes based on
their extraordinary blend of
blues, spiritual, rock, jazz and
sonl
"Little Latin Lupe Lu'' was
their ftrst hit record in 1962.
Other best selling singles a nd
a lbums followed. "You've Lost
That Lovin' Feelin'," "Soul
and Inspiration," "Unchained
Melody," and "Ebb Tide" are
among their top selling singles.
The Righteous Brothers have
also received three gold albums
and four gold singles.
"We're looking forward to
doing some new and exciting
thinp,"
notes Medley. "We
don't want to be put in the
'oldie but goodie' bag. l n fact,

we've turned down a lot of
nostalgia concerts for that
reason. We want our successes
to be based on the pre~~ent.
"In our future shows, we
don't plan to forget our old
hits, however," adds Hatfteld.
"Too many acts do that, and
their audiences are disappomted."
Togethe r is better
ln 1968, the team decided to
explore their individual talents
and became solo performers
playing hotels and nightclubs
throughout the country. But
one night, when billed in two
separate clubs in Las Vegas,
Hatfield and Med ley once
again began to sit with each
other.
"It j ust felt good," recalls
Hatfield, " aa if we'd never
broken up in the first place.
The electricity we felt on stage
and in the audience deftnitely
influenced our getting back
together."
T he R ighteous Brothers'
comeback was officially noted
by their appeara nce as hosts of
"The Midnight Special," which
aired on NBC television last
April, and received the second
highest rating in the history of
the program. Medley and Hatfield have alao released another
song entitled "Give lt To The
People" and an albu m by the
same title which is headed

straight for the top of the
charts.
Dave Loggins, the second act
for Homecoming, is an upcoming talent definitely gaining
the musical recognition he has
searched for. His "Pleatse Come
To Boston" has btoen the number one song in Nashville for
over a month. In several trade
magazines, the record is listed
in the top 50 and climbing
rapidly.
It is a simple song-three verses and a bridge. It tells of a
you ng man who visits three
cities--Boston, Denver and Loa
Angeles. He asks his girl back
home to join him, but she
refuses, urging him to return to
Tennessee.
This son reflects the personality of Dave Loggins. His
musical career is clicking, he's
in love with a pr etty girl, and in
his 26 years he'a never liked
any place as much as Ten-

nessee.
'Not my ma•terpie ce'
"I wrote on the song for a
year. I don't know that you
could call it my masterpiece,
because I don't know what else
I might do. But to date, it's a
song closer to me than anything
I've ever done. I aaid lyrically,
wor d for word, what 1 wanted
to say."
Loggins had tasted succeRS
once before when he wrote
"Pieces of April" which was
recorded by Three Dog Night
and later by Andy Williams.
"I can write things that I
love and enjoy, but at the same
time I'm writing them for other
people because they can't say
those things for one reason or
another. They love to hear
somebody say it for them just.
the same," explains Logging.

The Righteous Brothers
ference, and when they hear the
name 'Loggins', they say, 'It's
either him or his brother.'
Every dee-jay in the country
probably will notice it."
He is presently working on
materia l . for his first Epic
album and he'a not letting it
go, till he feels right abou t it.
So his fa ns will just have to be
content buying the old album
or "Please Come To Boston"
as a single.

Expectations hil b
This year's Homecoming concert is expected to be a success,
according to Scott Jones, concert chairman for the Student
Government
Asf\ociation.
"Both are tremendously talented acts that appeal to the
students and to the alumni.

STUDENT

Not Kenny's relation
Loggins' name is causing
confusion, not necet~Sarily harmful, as the name becomes
acquainted with his new face.
It. just happened that Kenny
Loggins spread his name
around first., as half of the
Loggins and Messina team,
well-known to the top 40
listeners.
"It's probably an asset," the
Tennessee man !!roiled. "Most
people don't know the dif.

Dave Loggins

Shall we dance? In a shoe
that keeps late hours . .. or early
ones. At any special occasion demanding you feel your prettiest.

Before the
Homecoming Dance
Come by the New
Adams Shoes

And that's the ma in objective
of the concert for Homecoming.
The Righteous Brothers' talent
haa spanned two decades, a nd
Loggins is an u pcoming
talent."
Yes, The Righteous Brothers
a nd Dave Loggins definitely
spell ou t the Homecoming
theme in living performance
" M SU: Blending the Past With
the P.resent."

IBoxhours
office
Ticket sales will be available
at the door beginning at 5:30
p.m. with prices of $5 for
general admi!lsion $5.50 for
reserved bleachers and $6 for
reserved seaUI. The concert is
scheduled for 6:30 p.m.

.-~ncl FACULTY

CAMPUS SPECIAL
Oct. 22, 23, 24
2 pc.

SUITS
Long and Short

COATS

SLACKS
TROUSERS
SKIRTS
Plut., Extra

SHIRTS

25¢

on hanger

Murray's
Finest

Adams

Shoe Store
Downtown
Murray
Open Friday Nights

One HOUR
DRY CLeaneRS
Central Shopping Center
Open 7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Monday-Saturday
Phone 753-9084
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Entertainment contacted by senior
for Student Government concerts

ENGAGEMENTS
Vklu CQIIwon, Wuhln11on, Ind. (Alpha

Omicron PI) to Pbllllp Rohlodu,
Ind .

By JACOB POSTMA
G~test

Writer

Rinngg!
"Hello. Murray State University."
''Hi there! We're The
Righteouo Brothers and we
heard that you guys were
having
a
Homecoming
celebration Oct. 19 and were
just wondering if we could
come and sing for you that
weekend.''
''Yeah! Sure! Come on over.
We'll see ya about, say, 6:30
Saturday
night.
O.K .?
Bye!" Click. "Hey Geno, The
Righteous Brothers are going
to sing for us Saturday night.
Why don't we get some people
together in the Fieldhouse,
charge them a couple of dollars
to get in to help pay for The
Righteous Brother's bus fare,
and have a concert? Maybe we
can get somebody else to come
and sing too!"
" I really like that song
'Piea!le Come to Boston' by
Dave Loggins. I wonder if he
would come too?''
"Why, I bet he would. Why
don't you call him up and
see?"
"Yeah, I'll do that. Wow!
Far out! We got a Homecoming
concert!"
Dream becomes reality
Scott Jones only wishes it
could be, o sintple. The senior
radio-tv 1 major
from
Metropolis, Ill. b the concert
chairman for the MSU Student
Activities Board (SAB).
It is he who maintains n continuous contact with talent and
booking agencies t~roughout
the nation.
It is Jones who, once the
SAB decides on an act and a
date for a concert, must coordinate the various details
and preparations for the con·
cert to actually occur.
The actual procedures for a
concert s uch as Saturday's
Homecoming concert to happen
are much more complicated
tha n the above example.
begins
w it h
t he
It
promotional material Jones
constantly receives from talent
a nd booking agencies and
record promotion companies.
This material tells which acta
are available for concerta a nd
the months ·or parts of the year
they are available.

Jones and John Yates, direc·
tor of student activitie~. then
decide on the date~t available
for a MSU concert and, with
the advice of Dr. Frank Julian,
vice-president of student affairs, propose these dates to the
SA B.
Jones also proposes nvuilable
acts to the SAB.
Both sides consid er
Whether or not an act is
available to MSU is dependent
on ::~everal circumstances, the
first being that the act has an
open date on their schedule the
same date that MSU plans to
have a concert.
A second factor, equally important, is whether or not
Munay State Univer.4ity
can
afford the acfH prire. "Bigger
acts have mainly two things on
their minds regarding a concert,'' says Jones, "EXJ>osure
and money.
"If we could guarantee an act
an audience of 10,000 to 20,000
people we would have no
problem getting big names such
as John Denver or Elton John
to appear at a Murray concert." (Both John Denver and
Elton John turned Murray
State down after having been
contacted to appear at the
Homecoming concert.)
Since MSU can not guarantee an act a large audience, the
act either asks an exorbitantly
high price to appear or declines
to appear. as did Denver and
John, considering Murray not
worth the trouble.
"The recent increa!lc in the
student activity funct, part of
which goes to financing concerts, barely keeps up with the
rising costs of acts, whose
prices have increased 300·400
percent in the last 10 years,"
says Jones.
De nver , J ohn wo n' t come
So, because of limited indoor
facilities and lack of sufficient
funds , MSU will not have a
J oh n Denver or Elton J ohn appear for Homecoming.
I nst ead , T he R ighteous
Brothers were chosen, because
of their current popularity from
recent singles wh ich have
received extensive radio air
play and, their popularity of
past years aimed at attracting
a lumni who might reca ll the
group's past hits such as
"You 've Lost That Lovin'

Feelfu', "You're My Soul and
Inspiration" and "Unchained
Melody.''
The group was propooed to
the SAB who voted to accept
them as the headline attraction. Dave Loggins, who
will open the .~how, is part of a
package deal proposed by the
agency that handles The
RighteouR Brothers.
After it was decided who
would appear, a telegram was
sent to the exclusive handling
agency of the act. Tho agency
~ent a contract to Murray State
which was signed by the appropriate officials and returned. Then a personal represen·
tative of the act ~ent another
contract to MSU which also
had to ·be signed and returned.
Contra c ts list req u iremen ts
This latter contract included
several riders, or requirements
the concert promoter must meet
for the act to appear. Riders
may stipulate the size of the
stage or musical instrument-s
required, sound and lighting
equipment needed as well as
food and beverages backstage
(One, group.. Jethro 3'ull··
demands a seven-course,
catered, candelabra dinner, served two hours before their con·
cert..-all furnished by the con·
cert promoter. )
In the case of The Righteous
Brothers. it is required that
Murray State furnish an electric piano and amplifier, a baby
grand piano, amplifiers for
their acoustic guitars, an organ
with Leslie speakers, a set of
drums, a p.a. system, stage
lights and spotlight.!!.
Jones
had
to
make
arrangements with an individual sound company who
will supply all the required
musical instrument.-. and sound
equipment.
Additional
arrangements
with a lighting agency had to
be made to furn ish stage lights.
Another agency will provide
three troopers or spotlights.
J ones a lso had to contact the
MSU physical plant, who will
construct a stage, cover the
basketball floor surface with
pr otective paper, place chairs in
the Fieldhouse and take care of
the electrical r equirements for
the concert.
All
these
a dditional
requirements cost money. In

fact, the costs of the sound and
lighting, the phy11ical plant for
their services and the price of
Dave Loggins' appearance
almost match the price MSU is
paying The Righteous Brothers.
The Righteous Brothers will
bring little more than themselves and their guitars to
Murray Saturday night. Scott
Jones must see to it that
everything else is there and
ready to go. Think about it
when you listen to The
Righteous Hrothers ~ing about
their "Rock and Roll Heaven.''

fl'• Kappa Alph•

Wuhm~~Qn,

Indiana Univenity)

Judy Clan.. Ja"'••· Fai!Jo Chutch, Va. ta
Melvon Franklin l!elltro, Jr.. Covtncwl\, Va
IKap~

Alpha)
JaM Ann Hil:don, Fancy fann. (Alpha
Onucron Po pled1o1 lO Mik.t Caine, Cwo1U11Jham, (Lambda Clu Alpbat
Dobbie So...ll. H!CIIman, {Alpha S~a
Alpba J 1o Dovld £1lioa, Murray
Cindy t:m.1, Oweftoboro, (J<.ppa O..luot, 1o
Dov«< Applfbi., O..l!llllbcno

Kath:.-

WEDD ING
c..rmi, Ill. tAipha Onucron PI)

(AWII,

1o Mark Blankono<ltlp, Murrl)', t!Aoobda Chi

Alphat.

BIRTHS
Ron aDd s.dly Flttcltu are t.be l"""d
parenw of a t..by alrl named Hut.bar Dyan
O.mU and Ruth Romole ol Muna) .,.. the
proud parenta of a baby boy, Brian.,

Shepard shows cemmic plates
Two ceramic raku plates by
Fred Shepard, professor in the
art department at Murray
State University, are among
several hundreds of items by
craftsmen from 11 southeastern
states being exhibited at Greenville, S.C., by the Greenville
County Museum of Art.
The exhibition is in conjunction with the Southeast
Regional Crafts Conference
and Workshop, and includes

(

works by 110 craftsmen selected to participate. Exhibited
are works in cera mics,
metalsmithing, weaving, fibers,
glass, jewelry and forging.
Shepa r d attended the
opening of the conference and
workshop, which will continue
through Oct. 20, and was invited by Cynthia Bringle, a
trustee for the American Crafts
Cou ncil in the southeastern
region, to exhibit his work.

plncements

)

THU RSDAY, OCT. 17
Burroughs Corporation; Evansville, Ind.• Sales (math, computer, science and business majors)

TUESDAY, OCT. 22
E rnst & Ernst: Louisville, Kentucky. Accounting graduates.

Eve Weir and Nan Pusifer

I
I

"Psychic Tapestry"
October 28, 7:00 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium

In depth program covering
many
areas
phenomena

of

psychic

October 29, All Day Workshop
Sub Ballroom
Hayden Hewes

"Are There Really UFO's?"

Her e's Millie Hawkins
wearing a Pandora coordinate
from

October 30, 7:00p.m.

Ann Herbert

., ·

. ~.:~--' ,.

=

-

. i. 0 '

Lovett Auditorium

BelAir Shoppin g Plaza

-.

~------~----------------------------------------------------------~~~--~~~~------~~
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HOME<

MSU

Homecom
SATURDAY, OCT. 19

F RIDAY, OCT. 18
noon

Annual Alumni Golf Tournament.
Calloway County Country Club.

Murray,

3 p.m.

Unveiling of the Gilbert Graves Memorial. West
entrance of Roy Stewart Stadium.

5:30 p.m.

Bicentennial dinner. SUB Ballroom. $3.50 per
plate.

6 p.m.

Alpha Tau Omega Housing Corporation meeting.
ATO house.

6:30 p.m.

Pi Kappa Alpha alumni party. Pike lodge.

7 p.m.

Tau Kappa Epsilon house party
Alpha Tau Omega house party.

8 p.m.

Clark Terry and the Phi Mu Alpha stage band
Men of Note in concert.. Lovett Auditoirum. No
charge.
Sigma Phi Epsilon house party.
Sigma Pi wel<-ome back party at the house.

9 p.m.

Delta Sigma Theta open dance. Hart Hall. 35
cents.

7:45 a .m.

Sigma Chi
Club.

8

8 :30 a.m.

Alpha Tau Omega breakfast and alumni
association meeting. Holiday Inn.
Sigma Chi open house
Alpha Gamma Delta open house. Swann Hall.
Alpha Epsilon Rho open house. Fine Arts Complex. 6th floor.
Alpha Omicron Pi breakfast. Swann Hall.
Murray StatP Newc; and journalism department
open house. Room 111 Wilson Hall.
Sigma Sigma Sigma breakfast. Swann Hall.

9:30 a .m.

Homecoming Parade.

a.m.

10 a .m.

alumni breakfast. Murray Women's

Kappa Alpha blll'beque. KA house.
Sigma Pi breakfa:;t. Sigma Pi house.

10:30 a.m. Alpha Sigma Alpha brunch. Swann Hall.
Alpha Delta Pi reception. Swann Hall.
Alumni Association busine!l"' session. SUB
Meetintt Rooms 3 and 4.
'u a .m.
Lambda Chi Alpha cocktail party. Lambda Chi
house.
Alumni Smorgasboard. SUB ballroom.

We, the following Murray Merchan
Complete
Weste rn
Store

Luhie & Reba's

Shoe
Repair

SUPER BURGER
1100 Chestnut

753-8488

National Stores
Clothing for the entire family
408 Main
Murray, KY.. ·

Owen's Food Market

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun Inc.
604 -S. 12th

..A go od place to trade-- wher e quality

753-7114

~~.J/1
ij!4e ~pecial (i}ccasion, 1ltd.

Town & Country Dress Shop
Dix ieland Center

121 Bypass

'f~.tUJtQ~~ ~ t• C~ 4«.L ~

Chestnut St.

The Cherry's

Family Shoe

and The Cherry Branch
105

s. 4th

510 Main

1203 Chestnu

The New

University Gulf Service
At Five Points
Open-6 a.m.. . Close - 9 p.m.

-

Closed Sunday
cigarettes $2.81 Carton plus tax

SMART SHOP

e

G If
-

·

Service Is What We Give

Open 6 Days a Week 10 a .m. 5 p.m.
" 4 mi. south on 641 at Midway
Junior Miss Denim J eans $6.95 - $9.95 pr.
(NOT LIKE ANYWHERE ELSE)

Embroidered Jeans $16.95
Denim J ean J ackets $8.95

"L.D." Workman, Manager

:

co unt~"

Phone 753-5782

Embroidered Jean Jackets $16.95
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~OMING

1974

ting Events
Pi Kappa Alpha luncheon. Pike lodge.
Gross-country meet. Murray, Calloway County
Country Club.
Sigma Alpha Iota a lumni coffee. Old Fine Arts
Lounge.
·
Kappa Delta brunch. Swann H all.

7 p.m.

Pi Kappa Alpha Banquet. Ken Bar Inn.

7:30 p.m.

Sigma Pi dance. Calver t City Civic Center.

9 p.m.

Alpha Kappa Alpha, Delta Sigma Theta, Omega
Psi Phi a nd Alpha Kappa Psi dance. SUB.
Alpha Tau Omega dance. Paris Landing State
Park Hotel.
Lambda Chi Alpha dance. Fulton Country Club.
Pi Kappa Alpha dance. Kenbar Inn.
Sigma Phi Epsilon dance. Jaycee Civic Center,
Paducah.
Tau Kappa Epsilon dance. Woodmen of the
World.
Sigma Nu dance. Knightft of ColumbuR, Fancy
Farm.

8 p.m.

Sigma Chi dance. Bunny Club, Paducah.
Alpha Gamma Rho dance. Ramada Inn, Paducah.
Kappa Alpha dance. Cherokee Lodge, Aurora.

11 :30 a.m. Sigma Pi Housing Corporation meeting. Sigma Pi
house.
noon
2

p.m.

Alpha Gamma Rho alumni meeting and brunch.
AGR house.
Murray State vs. Middle Tennessee. Stewart
Stadium.
Halftime: Clark Terry and the MSU Marching
Thoroughbreds. Featuring Hair Bear Bunch.

Post game President' s reception. Oakhurst.
Kappa Alpha closed party. KA house.
Sigma Phi Epsilon house party.
Tau Kappa Epsilon supper. TKE house.
Alpha Tau Omega reception. ATO house.
6 p.m.

Alpha Gamma Rho dinner. Ramada Inn, Paducah.

SUNDAY, OCT. 20
11 :30 a.m. Kappa Alpha a lumni lunch. Ken lake.
2 p.m.
Soccer game. MSU vs. University of Alabama o(
Huntsville. Cutchin Stadium.

6:30 p.m. David Logginf; and Righteous Brothers in concert.
Fieldhouse.

ts, hope you have a nice Homecoming
Marimik Industrial Supply

GRECIAN STEAK HOUSE
Across from the Stadium
"Have a Homecoming meal with Us"

SPOKE AND PEDAL
BICYCLES

"Thats What Ah Said"

Bunny Bread

REPAIR O N ALL T Y PES OF BICYCLES

511 S.

12TH STREET

M U RRAY,

KY.

620

s.

11 4 S. 5th St.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

Kentucky Lake Oil

The Doctor
"Volkswageos Are Our Only Patients "
N. 4th
753-0223

Jobbers
Shell Oil Products

Twin Lakes Office Products Inc.
COME ON MURRAY LET'S WIN

Richard Orr
Distributing Company

•

Standard Oil Products
753-4652

7 53 -58 6 5

E,JII

Murray and Mayfield

Planning And Designing
For The Efficient Office
WORLD'S LARGEST CHAIN OF PANCAKE HOUSES

PERKINS PANCAKE & STEAK HOUSE
U. S. 641 NORTH
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
753-0910

Pouge Ave

753-2655

4th

T.V. Service Center

Lindsey's Jewelers

Chevron

753-7753

1105 Arcadia

~· --

OWNED AND OPERATED BY

Bl LL and JACKIE DAUGHERTY
CHOICE CHARBROILED STEAKS
-42 DIFFERENT PANCAKE AND WAFFLE PLATES-
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Former professor compares generations

•

L.J. Hortin reviews past Homecomings
CAROL JOHNSON
Gue1t Writer

Dr. L. J. Hortin, professor
emeritus and recently retired
chairman of the depl\rtment of
journalism at Murray State
University has attended
Homecomings under each of its
six PreHidentR.
"The Chief,'' as old friends
and acquaintanct-~; call him,
came to Murray in 1928 where
he remained until 1947 when
he moved to Ohio University in
Athens, Ohio, for a 20 year
gpan.
"Our return to Murray in
1967 was the true Homecoming
for me," Hortin remarked.
In looking back over the
years, he see!! many similarities
m the celebrations then and
now, such as the traditional
football game and parade. but
the changes stand out in his
mind since, as he puts it, "we
old grads look for the things
that are the same as we remember them."
"They didn't have fraternities and sororities at MSU
back then, so the floats weren't
nearly as elaborate as today,
with these organizations competing against each other,"
Hortin observed .
Dancing not allowed

sports and noted that Dr. Wells
would often visit the locker
room at halftime to give the
boy11 a pep talk.

prominent. Murray physician,
and the only MSU student lo
die of a sports-related injury in
the school's history. His sisters

will be honored guests at the
Alumni dinner as well .
Hortin recalled "the year we
didn' l have Homecoming."

During the war years, Murray
almost closed down due to the
(Continued on page 128 )

Smaller sch ool
" The school wa~ much
Rmaller then, so things were
more personal. Presidents
would lead the Homecoming
parade, hal-l waving at the
crowd.
Everyone
knew
everyone else,"
explained.

he

The reasons for this closeneRS
he in the founding of Murray
Statt• it.'1elf. In order to locate
the school in Murray, over
1,300 local citizens raised
$117,000 to fund the erection of
the Old Normal School
Building and to purchaAe the
grounds for the campus.

The Old Normal School
Building II! now called Wrather
Hall, in honor of Marvin 0.
Wrather, who served as acting
president of Murray State on
three separate occaAions, and
before his death in 1970 was
exe\:utive vice president.
Because of the stake the
townspeople had in '';Murray
Normal School" there was a ,
closeness between local citizens
and students and faculty.
"It was not uncommon to see
15 or 20 students waiting to be
And dancing wa::; not allowed • picked up to go into town, and
on campus until much lati!r, then see ~~other . group on the
but that "didn't keep us girls way back, Hortan ~ald .
from dancing with each other,
''That's .why lsee. this year's
much to the dJsmay of Miss Homecommg as fittmg. AU the
Peffer, hou!'emother at Well~ don?rs of the $117 ,00~ and
Hall," laughed Mellie Hortin, the1r descendants will b~
Hortin's wife of 44 years.
honored gue!!ls at the Alumm
.
.
dinner tonight. They consider
Hortm compared the dlf- Murray Stare 'a home they
ference ootween the first foot- helped build,' ~0 in this respect,
ball game he atte_nded and laAt it is a true 'Homecoming.' ., he
year's seaso.n m new Roy explained.
Stewart Stadmm.
Comm emoration
"The field was hned off with
Another
commemoration
a rope around it and equipped
scheduled
for
Homecoming
with a bench for the coach and
weekend iB the unveiling and
the players. 'rhere weren't any
dedication of a memorial to
bleachers for spectators; we
Gilbert
Graves who died 50
stood to watch," he related.
years ago in the Thanksgiving
Hortin recalled how involved Day footba ll game.
Graves was the son of a
the early presidents got in

Dr. L. J. Hortin

Photo

h~·

Willmn Woo lley

Learn how

to add
... to you r net worth. An investment in
our permanent individual life
insurance can do only one thing-go
up in val ue. Sound hard to believe?

Call us for the answer

Stadium Cushions
NFL Headphone Radios
Umbrellas

l

No charge lay-a-way
10 percent down

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Weekdays
1-6 Sundays

Equal Opportunity EmploJer
Acres of Free Parkin&

J oh n Wise

Th e H a r t lan d Building
3 0 4 N. 4 th St.
7 5 3- 4 140

Ron Beshear

NORTHWESTERN
MUTUAL LIFE •
MilWAUKEE

Dave T ravis

INMLI
J
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TIM MARLER
Gu e•t Writer

onument climbers
to attempt history
by scaling Regents
.

In the midst of frantic
preparation for the 1974
Murray State University
Homecoming, one group is approaching the ready stage in
their planning. This group of
rugged individuals is known as
the Murray State Chapter of
Monument
Climbers
of
America (MCA). Their goal:
Regents Hall, west face.
Set for Homecoming eve, this
assault is the first attempt
since the ill fated Hawkins expedition of March 1969 which
was caught by a sudden squall
halfway up the southwest ridge
and very nearly ran out of beer
before rescue parties could be
sent up.
No one baa ever attempted a
face climb on Regents and, if
this assault should succeed, it
will make monument climbing
history.

Adding special significance to
the climb is the fact that the
climbers will not bivouac on
the face as is customary and
they will attempt a dean climb.
"Monument climbers have
been defacing good brick for too
long. Therefore, we will use no
pitons or bolts. Only chocks
and nuts will be used," said
MCA president Myron Peeloff.
This will be a three man
assault and it is significant to
note that the climbing team
will take only one case of malt
liquor and only three packages
of peanuts per man.
Upon reaching the crest of
the climb, the lead climber will
paint "Pauline's" in large letters and unfurl the flag of the
Gamma Delta Iota fraternity
which is well known to every
independent student.
Thus far, the MCA has been
primarily responsible for
assaults on government

buildings and most of the
historical markers in Paducah.
However, the trend is swinging
toward the climbing of University property.
MCA members state that the
primary obstacle in a climb of
this nature has traditionally
been the law enforcement agencies who maliciou11ly and stubbornly refuse to see the
necessity of these expeditions.' '
Thus, come Friday night, the
intrepid little expedition will
begin its courageous first
assault on the west face of
Regents Hall . Pres. Peeloff put
it this way: "The time for
talking is over. It's time to get
'down to braB& nuts."
When asked reasons for this
expedition in an interview
beneath the towerin~ shadow Clf
Regents Hall, pres. Peeloff
replied, "Because it's there."

Homecoming is no time to Ms. around

Co-ed shares hints for dateless girls
By KATIE PASCHALL

mature women .... and so forth.
But it wouldn't do much good.
Well, girls, it's that time of
Because for aome inexplicable
year again. Time to invest in
reason, Homecominc baa the
new outfits for the big
power to bring to even the moet
Homecoming game, and bring
independent and liberated of
out dresses for all those
females t h at same unHomecoming parties and dancomfor table
embarrassing
ces . Yes indeed, girls,
feeling aa the time the whole
Homecoming at Murray State
school knew that your cousin
is the biggest, most exciting
took you to the Senior Prom.
event of the year....for about
So, instead, I did some research
half of us that is.
and came up with some anEvery female on campus
swers for the question of "What
knows that there are at least
to do if you don't have a date
two of us for every guy. (Some
for Homecoming."
pessimists say it's more like a
For those of you who can
three to one ratio, but we girls
handle it, there are always
with last year' s as-yet-unused
those last minute calls from the
halter dress hung hopefully in
girl who llat three seats down
the closet ignore any evidence
from you in English 102 who
in this direction.)
offers a chance for a blind date.
Any girl with any sense at all
But it is wise to remember no
can easily figure out that for
guy has a good excuse for not
every girl whose new $30
having a date, except th~ ob·
sweater is ruined by the weight vious ones. In that case, it is
of a gigant ic mum marked with my considered and experienced
appropriate Greek letters, there
opinion that it is much better to
i!l one girl stuck in the em- turn down the generous offer,
barrassing position of having to and use instead some of the
!lay, " I don't have a date for following suggestions.
Homecoming."
The first thing to do is to
Now, I could make bracing forget hiding in your room or
statements, and say that after go ing home. That '!< the
a ll it's not so bad.... , and we coward's way out, and you' ll
Gueet

Write~

miaa the game, and everybody
will know anyway.
Why
not
try telling
everybody a friend from an
eastern school is coming down.
W hen he doesn't show
(naturally) go to the game
anyway and say his car broke
down halfway between Yale
and Murray. Or say with a
martyred smile that. an unexpected playoff game between
Harva rd and Cornell came up
and being the captain of the
hockey team, he couldn't
possibly miB& it.
You could go to the game
alone and tell everybody
around you that your date went
to the bathroom or to buy some
popcorn or to talk to an old
friend. It's important to
remember to change seats every
quarter, however, because
nobody will believe the linea to
the concession stand or the
john would make your date
miss the whole game. To leave,
just smile and wave to some far
corner of the stand, and drift
off to meet your "date." A cor·
sage for this plan is optional,
but it could lend an air of truth
to your story.
You can also pick at random

a fraternity, preferably a large
one, to sit w1th for a quarter.
Tell anyone who asks that
you're J ohn Carter's date, sing
all the fraternity songs, and
disappear with the excuse of
finding the ladies' room. If you
do a ll this the second half of
the game, no one will be in any
condition to remember or care
that they never heard of John
Carter.
Saturday night a fter the
game could prove to be more of
a problem since most parties
will be fraternity oriented. You
could always say you have a
date to a regular, non-Greek
party, but nobody will really
believe you know that many independents.
Of course, if you sat with a
fraternity at the game, you
could always show up at their
dance . Nobody's going to
remember John Carter any bet~
ter than before. Just smile, cir·
culate, talk to everybody and
leave early. Then when asked,
you can quite truthfully say you
went to a dance, anrl even have
a few witnesses who vaguely
remember seeing you there.
If you don' t have enough
nerve for that, then get all

dressed up, snatch up an overnight case (for an extra touch
leave part of your pajamas
trailing out) and rush downstairs with a worried look on
your face. Explain to everyone
that you've been called home
unexpectedly and declare to all
who'lllisten that your date will
never forgive you. Then drive
off into the night. (Perhaps I
should add that this plan is no
good unless you have a car.)
All right, I'll .admit it. Nt>ne
of these suggestions is exactly
fool -proof. And you could even
feel Like more of a fool trying
them than just admitting you
don't have a date.
In a few days you'll be back
to your independent female,
"men-who-need'em"
st'ance.
Say, that could be an idea!
Declare you "most certainly
don't have a date!" and extoll
the vi r tues of a female
dominated society. S4uare your
shoulders, and head for the
game with a <:opy of MS.
magazine in the back pocket of
your jeans, and join the half of
MSU's fema le population who
does n' t have a date fo r
Homecoming.

and THE JOURNALISM STAFF
WOULD LIKE TO SEE YOU AT OUR OPEN HOUSE
Wilson Hall R oom 111, across from the Ad ministr ation Buil.d ing

Saturday, October 19, 1974
8:00-9:30 a.m.
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Ma naging Editor .............•.Linda Murphy
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Mike Campbell
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National Adversiting Manager...•....Tom
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Omar
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Cartoonist ....................Mik e Buck in gham
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Dances, parties, or a quiet eveninG?

Homeconiitlg is here,
With h om ecoming just
around the bend, plana are
being made by students to
celebrate the festivities. The activitiea are u varied aa the
studeota' backgrounds.
A parade is being planned,
parties and d•nces are being
thougpt ou t, and a concert is
being given. People are going
home, leaving home, beating
the books, goofing off, and, of
course, going to the ballgame
with dates, friends and flowers.
Of course, there are some
students who d op't have a ny
plans.
J im Williams, an accounting

major, is celebrating the event
in the traditional faahion. He
plana to take hie wife, Ann, to
the ballgame. That Aight they
will num.ber among the many
students
attending
the
Righteous Brothen and Dave
Loggins concert. "I guess that's
all I'll be doing Homecoming,"
says Jim, adding with a sudden
sparkle in his eye, "Oh, yea. I
guess I'll be buying a mum for
Ann, too."
Doug Spencer, a freabman
from Orlando, Fla., devised his
Homecoming strategy early.
"I've got the whole weekend
plan ned," he says and proceeds
to check off a list of a ctivities

so

be prepared

which include going to the
parade, the game. partiea after

them interested me at all. For
one, I d on' t care for the

the game, the concert, parties
after the concert .. Doug e:a:plaina, "I like Homecomings
and I'm looking forward to it.It gives everybody a chance to
dreea up, spend a little more
money t han usual, give your
girl flowers- it's the spirit of
the occasion."

Righteous Brothera' style of
mu.sic and aecondly, football
doesn't intere.t me. Other than
the concert or the game there
won't be too many activities
geared to interest the black
student. Maybe if future concerts could be geared to please
black students as well as white,
things wouldn't be so bad."

J ohn C. Baker, a junior from
Valley Station, Ky., plans to
"drink tequila till I can't see."
Beverly Lancaster, a junior
from Louisville, says, " I think
I' ll go home. I' ve stayed here
for
t wo
of
Mu rray's
Homecomings, and neither of

Mark Morrison, sophomore
from Louisville, expects to be
working most of Friday night
on the Kappa Alpha float being
prepared for the Homecoming

parade set for Saturday morning.
" I hope I can sandwich in
some sleep between the parade
and the baUgame," Mark aaid.
Morrison will attend the concert Saturday night, after
which he will accompany his
date to the Big-Brother, Little
Brother dance at the Kappa
Alpha fraternity house.
Yes, Homecoming is almost
here and everyone should be
making plans. Even if you're
going to sit at home alon e, you
ahould be thinking about it
because the time's creeping up
and it'll be here before you
know it.

Dr. H o r t i n - - - - (Con tinued from page 108)

number of men who left to enter the Armed Services. In
1943, the remaining students
voted not to have Homecoming
to honor those men fighting

there is a difference... today we
have the silver -ha ired old
grads, while in the old days,
they were the young grads,'' he
noted.

Hortin need n't worry about
looking back at "the good old
days" too much. It is obvious
that his feet are firmly planted
in the present..

oversea~>.

Hortin noted that " applil·ation has been made to the
Parka Ocpnrlment of the U.S.
Department of the Interior to
have Wrather .Hall designated
an historical building site as
part of the nation's Bicentennial Celebration."
" We are hopeful it can be
made a m9aeum, ·inca it was
the physical site of Murray
State University'~ beginning,''
he continued.

STARTS
TODAY

":this Homecoming is a
bicentennial event. It has been
advertised statewide and is the
concluding event in a series,"
Hortin elaborated.
"Mellie and I enjoy
Homecoming as much or more
than any of the students, since
we get to sre our old friends ...
friends like Adron Doran,
president of Morehead University, a twin to Murray State,
and founded the same year. Or.
Doran and 1 got our Master's
Degrees from Murray at the
same time, and we enjoy seeing
each other," he said.
"After all, there are over
22,000 graduate!! of Murr ay
State. Homecoming is meant
for these alumni and their
relatives," Horun explained .
"And this is one of the har·
things to get. across to the
students . They can't understand the feeling we old
grads have for Homecoming,
a nd they won't until t hey
gr11.duate and come back themselves," he said.
"It's easy to look back and
say things were better then--we
have to guard against that, but

...

~~ ,

olio~
'

Central Ci•emas
will be ~losed Saturday
afternoon for Homeeoming

RESEARCHASSISTANCE, INC.
12131 477-8474 or 477·5493
Our 'research material Is sold for
ru.ar.th IISI5tanee only.

TONITE & SAT.

SAT. 2:30Adm . 75c

Prog. Info. 753-3314
Open 6:45-Start 7:1 5

THRU WED MEN, MONEY and MIIJNSIDNE
WHEN IT COMES TO VICE, MAMA KNOWS BEST!

NOW AN ADDED

FEATURE!

RESEARCH

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

KIDSHOW

"MOTORCYCLE
GIRL "

de~:~t

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160·page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage !delivery time is
1 to 2 daysl.

LATESHOW

PLUS

Burt Reynolds 1n

USHAMUS"

-

in the news
Panzero named interim dean
Or. Pete Panzera, chairman of the chemistry and geology
department at Murray State University, has been appointed interim dean of the College of Environmental Sciences.
President Constantine W. Curris said Panzera will serve as
dean, in addition to his responsibility as chairman, until a
search committee chooses a permanent dean for the college.
He succeeds the late Or. Walter E. Blackburn, who died Sept.
20 after having been a member of the campus community for 42
years.

DaWJOn chosen as SAB rep
Dorothea Dawson, M ayfield, was selected by the Student Activities Board recently to fill an independent representative
vacancy.
Dawson now becomes a voting member of the SAB, may be
involved in committee work, and will serve as a student
representative at large.

Sonaike accepted to SGA
Adedoyin Sonaike, a 28-year-old graduate student in
business administration, was recently selected executive
assistant to the Student Government Association from three
student applications. Gene Roberta, Mayfield, SGA president,
announced the appointment at a Student Senate meeting.
Sonaike, a native of Nigeria, earned a B.S. in businel\8 administration and political science from Northern Kentucky
State College. He also served as president of the International
Students Union there and was elected executive treasurer in
the NKSC Student Government.
Duties of the executive assistant position are to serve as an
ex-officio member of a ll senate committees and to help or advise the executive board.

Two attend 'Right to Read'
Two representatives of Murray State University were among
project d irectors and deans from 35 colleges and universities involved in the Right to Read program acr088 the country held in
Washington, D.C. Oct. 7-8.
Dr. Yancey Watkins, associate profeasor of special education
and project director, and Dr. Jerome Hainsworth, assistant
dean of the Colle5e of Human Development and Learning, participated in the orientation meeting.
Murray was awarded a $49,072 grant by the U.S. Office of
Education for 1974-75 to develop a preservice teacher
preparation program to improve reading instruction at the
element ary level.

ACTION taking applicants
Students interested in applying for ACTION (Peace Corps
and VI STA) volunteer programs may pick up applications from
Martha Guier at the Placement office in the Administration
Bldg.
Application hint sheets, brochures, booklets, postage - free
self-addressed envelopes and a list of projected skills requested
by 69 host countries are available.
More information can be acquired from Guier or from ACTION recruiters at the Federal Bldg., 600 Federal Place, Room
377 - C, Louisville, toll-free at 502-582-5751 .

Bm trip to Eastern game set
J
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Murray State University fans who plan to take the fan bus to
the Racer-Eastern Kentucky game on Nov. 2 are asked to contact Scotty Crump, director of recreation ,by Oct . 31 at the Hart
Hall Housing Office.
The price of the two-day trip has been set at $20 which includes lodging, two meals, the bus trip, and the game ticket.

Promoting black involvement

Council brings changes
Eight new members were
elected to the 18-member Black
Advisory Council last Wednesday, according to George
Ki ng, Louisville, chairman
Formed last fall, the council
was to serve as an advisery
body to the adviser of black
and minority groups at that
time Walter Bumphus. There is
no adviser at this time,
although the council has elected Harry Hamilton as temporary faculty adviser until the
University loca tes a permanent
person for the position.
To serve on the Council a
black must be a Murray State
University graduate or u ndergraduate student with at
least a two point overall
average, said King.
Newly elected are Diana
Green, Diane Kendrick, Regina
Long and Ka r en Owen!
Hopkinsville; Barry K ing, Leon
King and Kathy Right,
Louisville ; and Rosal ind
Roberts, Eminence.
The purpose of the group
which meets every first and
third Wednesday in Meeting
Room 2 of the Waterfield
Student Union Bldg. is to im-

prove the University from an
educational standpoint, in
relation to black students.
"There are many more blacks
on all levels of the University
work force ," said King
referring to a wi~b for change
expressed last year by the
C<>uncil. "Things are changing
but no one ever sees it as a
result of the Council' s advice to
authoritative bodies."
Subdivided into several committees, the main thrust of the
Council is in three committees:
recruiting, black awareneas and
academic orientation.
The recruiting committee,
and Karen Owen, its chairman,
work with Phil Bryan of school
relations in an attempt to increal!e enrollment of black
students at Murray State. Often black students will travel
with school relations staff
members on recruiting trips to
their home areas:
Management of the election
of a black Homecoming queen
is one of the roles of the black
awareness committee, with
Michael Lowery, Madisonville,
chairman. The awareness committee is a lso involved with

compiling resumes of blacks
qualified for jobs at Murray
State so that when openings occur information will be
available for administrative
use in fil ling the position,
possibly with a black candidate.
Helen Simms, Earlington,
chairman of the academic
orientation committee, is in
charge of compiling a list of
departmental honorariea in an
attempt to interest black
students in participating in
academic-oriented activities. In
addition, this committee is
assuring itself that courses pertaining to the study of black
history will be offered with consistency in the future.
Officers of the Council are
King, chairman; Simms, v ice
chairman; Kendrick, secretary;
Owen, treasurer and Long,
sergeant at arms.
Other members of the council
are Cheryl Butcher, Madisonville; Florence Harwell,
Louisville, Mary Wilford,
Cadiz; Jesse Williams, Chicago;
Philippa Glore, Paducah ;
Ulysses Parker, Louisville and
Don Thrope, Mayfield.

Dorms might
extend hours
of open house

- - - - - 1-'l i\OAL F.XAMI SA'flON SCH EDUU; -- -- - ·fo' a ll Semest<'r 1974
Friday
1:30 MWF classe;.
D<'c. 13
8:00
10:30
7:30 MWF cluses
1:30
9:30 T'fb classes

Dec. 14

Saturdlly

8:00
10:30
1:30

9:30 MWF clnlltle!l
1:30 TTb claues
2:30 MWF classes

As a result of the regular
meeting of the Residence Hall
Planning and Advisory Board
Oct. 9, the · dormitory open
house hou rs for Homecoming
Weekend may be extended.
A resolution was passed
asking that the administrative
council for open houses in each
dorm lengthen the hours so
that visitors on campus will
have more time to spend with
those that live in the dorms.
No dorm is required to act on
the resolution as the measures
are being left up to each dorm.
The hours that will be observed, if passed by individual
dorms, are Saturday, Oct. 19-9la.m. and Sunday, Oct. 20-9
a .m.-9 p.m.

Dec. 16

Monday

8:00
10:30
1:30

11:30 'ITb clal8es
12:30 MWF classes
8:30 MWF cla11es

Dec. 17

Tu eeday

8:00
10:30
1:30

10:30 MWF claeses
7:30-9:20 TTh cl asse H
11:30 MWF claliHh

Dec. 18

Wednesday

8:00
10:30
1:30

3:30 MWl' clu11es
3:30 TT.b claue"
4:30 MWF cla..es

Schedule for Evening and Saturday Cl&flfles
•· inaJa for e ve nlna cla..es • ·IU he
lflvt'n on the re eular meetinl of tht'
ela88 the week or o.. c. 9-1•. l'ialurday
morning claoae• will have final• Oec. 14,
a 11 d finala for cia•••·• with laboratory

P<"rlodo may be rh·e n at t'lllll'f '""
laboratnry or cia.. ti me.
Ch r iatmn hohdaya b~>gln Ot•c. 2U a nd
a pring rt'l(lotrallon bPgina ThursdH y,
Jan . 9, lllJ.

Sot a question?

Ask colutM a

Where in Murray can I find
Grossmats - Indian Tops - Incense
Posters - Imported Jewelry,
a complete line of Candles & ~·-Unique Gifts

?

If you've been eating someone
else's pizza that's O.K.
Everyone likes a little variety,
besides you can't appreciate
our service and quality until
you've eaten somewhere else.
You've tried· the rest,
Now get the Best!

The GallerY, also
specializes in prints
& picture frames.

AT 'OI4e <6allerg
Free Delivery

THATS WHERE!
.,

813 Coldwater Road

North of 5 Points

753-0635

hple

Some raermdoru are espreuetl

Amnesty is

fa~ored

.wu undecided, and two otben
favored 10111e type of conditional aameety.
One of the veta ap~ the
A conditional amnesty for
opinion that "eome of thOM
Viet Nam war era draft evaden
guya milbt baw ~ a paod
and deserten wu recently reuon for deeertiJII.' He bad .a
panted by President Gerald friend in hia traiDint QQit that
Pord.
wu a SwedWa cidiiiD ..a ud
The con~tiona of the am- eutillt.ed in tlae UA .Wtary
Desty are that the evaden will 181'Yice, u a CODideDtiout obbe required to work up to 24 jedor, to J.eam a lkill. After
montba of alteruative service 1't1C1riviD1 orders for Viet Nam,
such u VISTA. the Peace the friend d..ted.
Corps or ACTION and reaffirm
Reepoadini to tbia. another
their alletiance to the United
By BD WALSTON
Oueat Writer

~

-

wt lUI. ..,_..s Ddt a ~God
..... to dHert. B'#llll if you
are a ooaedentioaa ebjsater,
theN .... aeD-eombat Jc* you
cant~~t bato.
Oae of tbe two Yeta who
favored the couditional amMitr prOIJ'am ataUd that be
. . . DOt a U.S. cidRa, but bad
..... drafted. The other bad
ll8l'V8CI ill Viet Ham aa a Onen
s..t and aid tbat be could
- WQ a lot ol the reeilten
and

diSIIten

left.

0. of die llOil·......... who

favored CODditional aamet~ty
expraalld concern that aJDJaty
and altenaative eervica be P'an·
ted atrictly on a c:aae-by~
buia.
01 the IeVen penoaa who
favored the amnesty JII'OII'am
u puaed, three would deeire
compWe. blanket aJDDelty with
no panilhment or alternative
Rrvica. One expreaaed the
opinion that deserters and
eYaclen bad bee JI'IDilbed U
lllUCh .. they could be by beiq
fulitivea and exilee.

~F.:!.."""=:

Reduction in ]JOV'er usage requested,
5:~~~~ 'cutback' is result of co_al supply shortage
proval, but reactions have been

Murray State University
atudents and local residents.
A recent survey by William
Ecevido, a MSU radiorrv
student. esamined theee attitudea and aome additional interviewa were obtained with

memben of the MSU Veta
Club.
The ...Wta of the total of 21
mterviewa were: eevealtroqly
supported the amnesty plan u
puaed; six favored IOIDe type
of amneaty; two were un·
decichtd; two were a1ainat the
amnesty plan as pueed; and
four were qainet any form bf
~ty.

The eight veterans included
in the interviews were pnerall,y
oppoMCI to a.rrm..ty. Four were
oppoeed to any type Of umeety.
One would favor ~ t;ype of
&IDJUIIty,11at'CIIJIM'111t ~
the
aa
Wit

...

in Murray survey

By JAYNB CLAII&
A..e. Ne.,. Bdi._

tennis courta and at Roy
Stewart StadiUm.
SiDCI lQt Monday. the court
HPw on both courta uve been
c:u& olf at 10 p.m. m.t.d of
midDilbt.
Other IUUUNI ol .....,.
aaviDC will include eJiminati111
u,htlq on the 16th St. courts
from Nov. 16, 1974 to Feb. 16,
19'76 and on the vanit~J courts
by Repnta Hall from Dee. 1,
1974 to 1Peb. 1, 19'76.
Purtber e«ort will Ita made
to elimiuate all uaaeceeaary
uae of lithtina by limitint uae
of field lichta iD Roy &.wart
Stadium. The u,htl will be turned on only 16 miout. prior to
PJM times.
To help .metcb the low coal
aappU., TVA hae called on
aa... and buaia 11111 lor help

"Cutback" to be tiM
cry in the wake ol NCIRt ea.
DOUDCemeute by the Tema11111
Valley Authority (TVA) COD·
eeruiDc a clec:line in 4Ml stockpiles. The decliue, MCOI'CUal $.0
TVA. warrama a Nduedoa m
the uae of elec:tricity to avoid
pouible power 8hortacM in the
montba ahead.
Several local busiam11 have
cut ligbtiq and power UN, and
Murray State University • consult ina with TVA over
solutiobl to such eDei1Y abo
aorben aa the liiJ'tinc for Roy
Stewart. ~ an4 ~pus
tennis CoutU.
Some CDDelllldons Nacbed
in &be dileuMicm between MSU
abll 1'\lA.hava 11111lted iajhe bt &be~~~ 'Y.QWa~ 20
red
of
at tbe
eent ~ ..,...·c:Ut:b.Ck

may affect to1fD8P8ople and dowu at plaDta WJlh laqlr
.tudeuta on the MSU campus. coal aupplial.
Collep atucfeata ud 1~1
TVA c:hainnan Aubrey J. citizeaa can also help m.everal
Waco- aafd. "It ia ablolutel,y waya. Room temperature. apt
imperative that each of ua in be adjusted to 88 d . . - aDd
our homes, in our buslnn••• liJhta can be used at a
and m our indultriea, make a miu-..a with DO deoorafii\8
dedicated effort to practice lilbtinJ. Hot abow.. CAD Jte
strict couervation mthe use of 8bortaed and fewer W ......
electricity in the months cookecl to l&ft a ._..
ahead."
•
tricity. PinaUy. IliON W .,._
can provide heat while
Meaaune can be taken by aleepiac. 10 tbat beat can hie
everyone to help relieYe tbe tumed dowa to a minimum.
abortatl problem and poetpone
With the cod IU(IPly now
ita bappeuiq eva 11001* than down to u aerap of44 dQi.
~. accordblt to Wquer. aa reported by TVA on
Some tbiDp that TVA will 24, the prob.hua IIMID8 to
be doinc include va...,...tiul IIMI' ami appuent. TVA 1Q1.
coal tr.. 1eaa critieal .,... to "We need tbe iiDIIIediate ad
plants with aborter wppliea, voluntary htlp of..,.,.,
purchaaiDc power from neitb· ClCJIIIU.Dll'..... llbd ._.
boria& utilities and poetpoDiDa Murray Staa Uainr
requirea maintenance ahUt- itu~ 'toO.
'

*-
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=

eJect.rt:

Homecoming Is A Special Occasion At
Plltu/11 ~ Plle~nl - 104 S. 4th St. For Over 40
Years A Favorite lleetlng ancl .llatlng Place For
Students and Facultr. Owned br H•man LyOM,
For1ner Pro Baseball Plarer ancll!xeoutlve. Dave
Lyons, llanager.

..,....
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No. t A a2 oz. USDA Sirloin •For Two People•
plus A Tossed Green Salad
Choice of Potato and Texas Toast

For

Onl~

I

s.ee

*.,_..to 8 ..... All the ........ttl with •••t

No. 2 Thurad•w PrtnB
S•uoe •You C•n ••••

plus Cole Slaw and Garlic Bread

Onl 11.88

Prld•v AI D•r •aa You C•• . .,. Pried C•tflall
White Beans, French Fries, Cole Slaw,
Hush Puppies or Cornbread

..lual 12.28

No. I •A World Series 8peo.... 7 oz. Rll •ve Ste•
Charcoaled with Tossed Green Salad
Choice of Potato and Texas Toast

OniJ 13.18

No. 4 Fresh Y•1et•M•• for Lunoh •ncl Dinner

.

A Great Breakfast Starting

at 6 a.m.

Jo invites her many friends to stop by and say hello for breakfast and lunch.

